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Executive Summary

Social Ar.alyais of Potable Water

Introduction

Few development projects have a greater potential for directly
benefiting the living conditions of the rural poor population than
water supply improvements. The benefits which accrue to potable water
projects are associated with the four components of supply. These are
improvement in water quality, quantity, accessibility and reliability.

The failure rate in rural water systems is extremely high. These
estimates of between 35% and 50% are partly attributed to causes other
than engineering technology.

This Paper investigates the non—engineering aspects of potable
water projects in an effort to improve their site section and design.

Through efficient usage of social analysis the failure risk should be
reduced.

I. Causal Relationships and Social Parameters Identified in Evaluation
Surveys

Three major issues are recurrent in the literature on potable water
supply system. These are the classification of water—related diseases,
the role of education and last is the broad field of maintenance.

A. Relationships between Water Supply, Sanitation and Health

Re—examination of water—related diseases indicate a typology of four
types presented in Table 1—3:

- . Water—born~—faeca1—ora1 ingested transmission through polluted
drinking water. Design requirement: improve quality.

Water-washed—--faecal—oral ingested transmission and skin, eye
infections from poor hygiene and lack of cleanliness. Design
requirement: improve quantity and accessibility.

Water—based——transmission from organism living in the water for
example echistosomiasis. Design action: storage and treatment.

I
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Water—related insects vector——transmission by water—breeding
insect bites (i.e. malaria). Design requirement: bring adequate
water to the village and destroy breeding sites.

Water supply plannersneed to incorporate this water—relateddisease
typology into their project plans. If improved health is a major benefit
to be accrued from a water project the design must address the particular
type of diseases in the region. A community health problem related to
water—washeddiseasesdoes not need a more costly and complicatedwater
quality treatment system; cost effectiveness demandsbetter planning of
water supply systems.

B. The Hygiene Educational Component in Water Supply Projects

The availability of safe water and/or adequate quantity is not suff i—
cient to bring about the expected health results. The population must
change their behavior with regards to hygiene. As reported earlier, stu-
dies have shown that perfectly safe water at the tap is polluted at the
time of consumption. Thus a water supply system will be beneficial in
lowering disease rates only if the population understands the links be-
tween health, clean water and hygiene. The educational component is not
only necessary during a project but is also important in the early plan-
ning stages. Without public health education, villagers are unaware of
the potential benefits of improved water systems and are not willing to
pay for them in either currency or through voluntary labor self—help pro—
gratis.

C. The Socio—Economic Components of Maintenance

The emphasis on construction and the low priority given to the main-
tenance component is a feature of national rural water supply programs.
Emphasis has been placed on goals and targets with often little if any
planning for future maintenance and recurrent expenditures.

This capacity of system maintenance is not entirely a problem of
financial reasons or acquisition and delivery of spare—parts; two major
social dimensions are prevalent. Village motivation and the project’s
organizational structure are key elements in a successful water supply
investment venture.

C.l The Role of Village Participation on Motivation for Project Main-ET
1 w
122 290 m
470 290 l
S
BT

tenance

Motivation for maintenance is a multi—dimensional phenomena. Moti-
vation may be low because the system’s benefits and goals have not been
fully understood and appreciated.

ii
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A major element of motivation associated with maintenance and system
abuse is the concept of community participation and local decision—making.
Through participation in the decision—making, and donatJon of local re-
sources (land, labor and money) the community and its leaders feel a scnse
of responsibility for the water system and may adopt a possessive attitude
about it. The project then makes the transition from their system (i.e.
the governrnent’ci) to our system. When this transition occurs there is in-
creased local effort toward maintenance and pav”icnt of water rates associ-
ated with recurrent expenditures. There are t~ve major points at whic’~
the local population may play a significant role in the decision—making
process:

Whether or tnt to implement the project based on their own prio-
rities.

Assist in selection of technology and location of faucets based
on their needs and preference.

Assist in setting the pricing policies and water rate structures.

Setting the social controls for continued use and maintenance.

Assist in monotoring and help in the construction, operation and
maintenance of the project.

C.2 The Effects of Organizational Structure on Maintenance and Proj~ç
Operas ion

Closely associated with community involvement and also effecting
motivation and capacity for ma~ntenance is the organizational structure
of the project planning, implementation and maintenance.

The administrative framework should have adequate vertical links-
To ensure continued operation, village systems must be supported with
technical advice, operative training, supply of spare-parts and some
minor supervision. This decentralization of local support is costly and
often excluded or overlooked in the initial resource planning.

D. Summary ot the Complementary Component cf Water Sys tens

Nearly all the evaluations of water systems have stressed the fact
that a water supply system must be accompanied by a carefully designed
package of complementary inputs if it is to achieve development goals
of improved standard of living. These major components or inputs, which
have been discussed above, are (1) hygiene education (2) a sanitation
component (3) community involvement and (4) maintenance support and ed-
ucation. Concentration cm these major components should nct be taken to
imply that these are the only social concerns in potable water projects.
These are simply problems incurred in all water projects. Other social

iii
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issues may occur in specific arcas that must be resolved it the project’s

impact is at a maximum. Some of these problems are

design of an appropriate water feescheme;

group identification in the area which lessen communal activities;
and

diffusion and adoption cf technology problems.

II. Utilization of Social Analyses by Other Agencies in Potable Water
Proj ccto

Both dome~ticand international agencies have an extremely low com-
mitment to social analyses. The emphasis ‘s usually placed on financial
planning. Where social analysis has occurred it has had little influence
on the decision—makingprocess. With the exception of the Corp of Engi-
neers, social analyses have been haphazard and unorganized. The Corp uses
a standardized checklist but becauseof policy and lack of interest by
decision makers very little effort is expended in carrying out the social
analysis. But from discussions with these agencies it appears that social
analysis will become better utilized in the future.

A. Domestic Ag~mcies Potatle Water Programs

The Corp of Engineers arid the TennesseeValley Authority (T.V.A.)
are the only federal agencies involved in actual implementation of water
systems. These projects are always in connection with a much larger
water project such as flood protection, hydrol electric dam construction
and irrigation.

These two agencies are required by law to conduct four types of
surveys; two of these deal with economic growth and the other two address
the issue of environmental protection and social well—beIng.

Unfortunately, the social account along with the regional account is
not utilized in planning by the Corp because the Executive Office is only
concerned with national growth.

B. International Agencies Water Programs; United Nations

Although none of the international agencies interviewed conducted
social assessmentswith any regularity or consistency, most were able to
verbalize a set of goals and/or investment components which were trans-
lated to planning objectives and village criteria selection.

iv
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In the United Nations’ system the Children’s Fund (UNICEF) and the
World Health Organization (W.H.O.) are the only divisions that are actively
involved in implementation. The U.N. Development Programme (UND?) and the
World Bank are involved only in technical advice and procurement of finan-
cing.

B.l The World Bank Experience in Social Analysis

The World Bank is concerned primarily with the financial elements of
development projects. But the Bank has produced some guidelines for con—
duetimg sector analyses and selection criteria. The Bank lists a series
of goals and justifications for investments in potable water. The direct
goals are improved health, greater convenienceand fire protection.

B.2 UtflCEFj~p~Cencein Social Analysis

The justification for investment in water supply for UNICEF is that
young children are particularly vulnerable to diarrhoea and other diseases
related to poor hygiene which also contribute to malmutrition.

UNICEF attempts to adjust the urban and wealthier rural area biases
of the World Bank by investing entirely in unserved rural areas which can
not qualify for “bankable” projects. UNICEF along with other agencies is
beginning to recognize the importance of maintenance planning. In the
past, very few of their projects had a maintenance component, but presently
all of their water system projects have an integrated maintenance program.

B.) The World Health Organization Experience in Social Analysis

W.H.O. and the Pan American Nealth Orgaaization (P.A.H.O.) do not
directly finance water systems. They assist in procurement of financial
arrangements and often prepare engineering/economic feasibility reports
with funds provided from UNUP and the International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (L9RD). Their major role is technical cooperation aimed
at stimulating and strengthening national water programs through training
to increase managerial capacity and the provision of information on appro-
priate technology.

B.4 A Review of the United Nation’s Role in Potable Water Projects

In summary none of the United Nation’s organizations are actively
involved in social analysis of development projects. UNICEF recognizes
possible potential benefits from social surveys but does not have the staff,
nor are they willing to invest part of their budget for this activity.

UNICEF is the only U.N. agency that implements only rural water pro-
grams. They also are the only U.N. agency th2t does not require a water
usage fee and require communities to pay a portion of the construction cost.
In regards to village monetary contribution requirements, the World Bank and

v
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other international loaning ageilcies arc presently re—examing this issue
and will prohably develop soire less restrictive altetnatives, or the poor-
est villages will be excluded from participating in the U.N. Water Decade

goals.

C. International Agencies Water Programs: Private Voluntary Organizations

Private Voluntary Organizations (IWO) appear to be more concerned with
social iast,es than donor agencies. They also view water projects as just
one component in a rural development program. This is possibly because
they operate at the community level and develop all of their projects around
the self—help principle. But none of the PVO questioned had a defined sys-
tem for collection and usage of social analyses in planning.

III, The Major Social Parameters and Their Relationship to the Accural of
Benefits -

At the nost inclusive atstract level the basic benefit from water
system programs is improvement in quality of life.

Benefits that are related to actual water supply improvements are
presented in Table (5). The mechanismthrough which benefits are accrued
are listed under the four dimensions of water system projects: (1) Acces

—

2tbitY — the time involved in procuring adequate family water needs.
This is a function of both closeness of the water and the mumher of users
for each tap; (2) Quantity — the amount of water available for usage; (3)
Quality — the level of purity, primarily bacterial count and absenceof
parasites; and (4) Reliability — an adequate amount of water during all
seasons.

Health improvement has been the major expressedbenefit or justifica-
tion for water system investments. But this benefit is very difficult if
not impossible to ouantify. Health benefits will have an increased possi-
bility if educational components are associated with water projects. Health
related to water quality may also equire a sanitation component to assure
that water sources are not re—contaminated.

The other benefits (convenience/time saving, increases availability
of labor—productivity, agricultural advances, economic diversity and fire
protection) are all associated entirely with water being more accessible,
reliable and in greater quantity. These causal relationships strengthen
arguments made earlier to mitigate importance of water quality in water
system planning.

The degree to which all or some of thess benefits materialize (health
being the most precarious) depends on the planning and integration of pro-
jects with other important components.

vi
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Even the best designed systems with sanitation and education components
will be unreliable it poorly maintained, forcing communities to resort to
ttaditional tzaLer sources. Thus, maintenance and acceptance of the system
become the major constraints of the success or failure of a Water System
project. Projects are mote likely to succeed if:

The community is fully aware of cast and benefits of alternative
systems and helps in the selection process;

A local committee helps to set priorities and management proce-
dures;

Communication is fluid between the community and project per—
sonmel;

Tariff structures are understood and accepted;

The project design has allocated funds or a feasible process for
collection of funds to meet recurrent expenditures;

The plan includes a training program for maintenance manpower;

The project ~ises and strengthens local political and/or indigen-
ous organizations when ever possible. If new organizations must
be developed they are formed in a manner that will not lead to a

power struggle in the community;

The village kinship and stratification structure is considered in
the supply scheme; and finally

Thare is assurance of good utilization of facilities by discussion
and local understanding of the link betweenwater—sanitation, per-
sonal hygiene, environmental hygiene and health.

IV. The Use of Comprehensive Social Impact An4ysis for Efficient
Planning

Social analysis within USAID is too often regarded simply as a justi-
fication tool with emphasis placed on beneficiaries. Another element of A

social analyses must be utilized if projects are to incorporate social de-
signs for development activities. This element, social soundness or feasi-
bility studies, is designed to assist project planners in the identification
of communitIes’ capital absorbtion abilities. The feasibility studies will
also assist planners in the selection of the most socially acceptable imple-
mentation procedures by identifying those social parameterswhich show the
greatest effect on the project’s local acceptanceand success.

vii
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Incorporation of social soundnessstudies is not the only problem In
effective usage of social planning in project designs. At present social
analyses are usually carried out during the final stages of project design.
At this point in the plannin~, tentative budgets have been set and general
project strategies have been formulated. If the social feasibility state-
ment causesany change in project designs, it is likely to be only minor
ones.

Certain types of projects require more individual intervention and
project acceptance than others. These active interventions as compared to
passive ones require a more careful analysis and social emphasis in the
project design. Therefore, project planners meed to become aware of the
type of intervention required for implementation of various projects. This
determination is not as easy as it may seem on the surface; rural water

supply and sanitation are a good example. The preceding portion of this
Paper dealt with major social components of water systems that in the past
had often been over—looked orinarily because development pianmers had pre—

ceived water projects as a term of passive intervention. Consultation
with the Technical Support — Social Analysis Office should help in identi-
fication of the more active intervention programs. Once they have heem
identified the Mission planners will be aware of the possible social con-
straints and issues.

This document and others to be prepared like -it will assist Missions
in identifying crucial social variables of active and semi—active projects.
This closer working association between Mission project planners and Wash-
ington Technical Support will enhance project designs and ensure a greater
impact em the goals of the projects.

viii
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INTRODUCTION A

Previous emphasis on economic development and GNP has nad little
ef feet on the rural poverty in developing countries. Development or—
gamizations have learned that industrial investments in growth centers
have not trickled down or exhibited a spread—effect to the rural masses.
This realization has lead to a re—examination of development objectives
‘~.rtth a new emphasis and USAID mandate to invest in projects that direct-

ly 1wp~-~~ethe qua
1 icy ç’f lice of the rural poor.

- - - - -~ - ~- - -: ;-ct~ have a greater potential for directly ‘

benetitit~ the living conditions or quality of life of poor rural pep— -‘

ulations than water supply and sanitation improvements. There are
four compoments in water supply inprovezaents. The benefits accrued to

the community are often associated with certain of these components.
Improved water quality has a causal relationship with quality of health
and possibly indirectly through this improved health, increases in pro-
ductivity. But as will be discussed later, safe water alone is not
sufficient to bring about a change in health. Increased accessibiliti
and quantity of water saves tine in water procurement which increases
the avai]ability of labor for other activities. Other than leisure, some
of these may lead to increases in economic activities and productivity.
Improved health through better personal hygiene and household cleanliness
is also attributed to readily available water in excess of that neces—

c’r’; tar con ,~pY—- Extra water may also be used to intensify garden—
f1-R. effo’rt- ~- allow for some protection against fires. The last com—

- pouent o� the ~..a water source and/or delivery system, reliability, is
necessary if benefits accrued from the project are not severly reduced
during the dry season. These concerns at the international level led
to major resolutions at the 1976 U.N. Habitat conference in Vancouver
and in the 1977 U.N. Water conference in Mas del Plata. The United
Nations has declared the l98Os as the International Drinking Water Supply
and Sanitation Decade with a goal of supplying everyone with safe water
and adequate wastc disposal by 19901.!.

En 1975, the World Health Organization reported that only 35 per-
cent of the population in developing countries were adequately supplied

--!tti watrr ly communfl; standpipes or household connections. Further-
more, only ;2 percen! -of ~this “adequately supplied population” were in

- -— ~-~- -Q’~ &o 77 percent of the urban population. This Is
-- p.-,st-~~tJ-~ 1~a~~--iromthe 1970 levels. This progress was achieved

1, A major discussion of the resolutions, global baseline statistics
and plan of action are found in WHO—UNDPDec.: CNS/78.2; a review
of these items are in Burton (1979).

ix
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by investments in urban areas of the order of U.S. $3,000 million for
water supply and U.S. $3,~00 million for sewage. In the rural areas
the investments were $2,250 million for water supply and U.S. S450
million for sanitation. Because of the acute need for improved ~ater
supplies to meet the United Nations targets, current investment will
have tc be inccc~asedby the following:

1970 Increase in Investment

Urban Water Supply 1.2 times
Urban Sewage/Excretion Disposal 2.1 times
Rural Water Supply 3.9 timds
Rural Exereta Disposal 4.0 tines

In response to the U.N. water conferçnce AID is expanding its allo-

cation of funds for water system ~rogramL’. At present, projected F?
1980 investments will be $336 miflion. Of this amount over 270 million
ia designated for the Near East Bureau. Such a major expansion risks
less than maximum benefits without adequate preparation based on past
experience and research.

Experience with water systems over the past decadehad had mixed
results. The failure rate of rural water supply systems is extremely
high. Imbodem (1977) ard Feachem (1978) estimate that 35% to 50% of the
water systems are non—functiomal after 3 to 5 years of 3peration. Most
of these failures are not simply due to engineering technology; water
investments are simply more complicated than originally thought. They
are complex and difficult to implement successfully due to their multi-
dimensional nature.

This Paper is an attempt to determine the non—engineering aspects
of potable water investment schemesin an effort to improve their site
selections a~jd designs. Through the efficient usage of social impact
assessments2~including an estimate of the social soundness, the Agency

should be able to improve the success rate of potable vater investments.
The extra expenditures and tIme devoted for a thorough social analysis
is small compared to the capital investment risk in projects with high
failure rates. -

The first step in development of am appropriate social analysis
instrument was to examine how other donor agencies, both domestic and
international, determined their investment decisions, From the perusal
of their social soundness instruments and knowledge of some of the basic

.!~ It has been estimated that AID may commit around 2½billion dollars
over the decade for potable projects.

2! Social impact _ssessment is an estimate of the benefits which will
accrue to the population, the types of behavioral changes necessi-
tated by cite project, the community absorbtion capacity and finally
the major social parameters affecting the project intervention. - -

x
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social parameters, NE/TECH could develop a semi—standardizedPotable Water
system social analysis instrument. This would as:’ure the Mission planners
that all potable wiater project socIal analyses cont~&nthose parameters
considered the mc - significant for projects of this t

1’e.

Due to the -~ ‘incidence of agencies’ cotrziitirent to social analysis,
this investigati’-~ nod to rely almost entirely on some of the major re-
search evaluations of potable water projects. From these reports, it was
possible to extract some of the important parameters and constraints on

water systems.

J
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I. Causal Relationsl4ps and Socia meters Identified in the
Mnjor Evaluation Surveys

Three major issues are recurrent in the literature with regards to
water system projects. A major issue is a redefinition of the concept
of water related diseases. This has led to a debate between the impor-
tance of water quality as compared to water quantity. Another major
issue is the roTh of education in water projects. Studies have shown
that an understanding of the relationship between water, hygiene, and
health is necessary if tne community is to experience health benefits.
The last major component is the broad field of maintenance. This is
not only a problem of capacity, but often overlooked, it’s also a pro-
blem of village motivation for maintenance.

A. Reistionship Letweem Water Su~pply, Sanitation and Health

Over the past few decades a wide array of diseases have been grouped
together as water—borne or water—related diseases. This has unfortunate-
ly led to a misunderstanding of the nature of the relationship between
water and infectious diseases. For too long water projects in less de-
veloped countries (LDCs) have been oriented toward water quality. For
example, WHO(1971) claims that potable water should have an average of
less than 1 E. coli per 100 ml or be condemned. It is not the intent of
this report to argue that quality of water is ~nhimportant but recent re-
search suggests a re—e:camination of the goal of safe potable water with
the possible development of less restrictive guidelines.

Due to poor health in the LDCs more assistance should be given to
health improvement projects. Castro—intestinal diseases and malnutrition
are the major causes of the death of children in the developing world.
But recent research questions whether or not quality of water is the
appropriate approach.

Bradley (1977) has suggested a classification of water-related di-
seases and links them to the appropriate preventative strategies (Table 1).
Feachem (1977; 1978) further develops this scheme to distinguish faecal—
oral related diseases from skin and eye problems related to the water—
washed category (Table 2). Table (3) lists the major water—related
infections and assigns them to their appropriate classification, With
this more detailed explanation of water related diseases, planners are
able to more efficiently dcsign water projects for solutions of particu-
lar health problems.

The two major types of water—bone diseases are typhoid end cholera.
Both of these classical water—bone strains of bacteria are faecal—orel
transmitted with water being only one of the many paths of transmission.
Because of their epidemic nature in cities when transmitted through the
water supply system, high quality water in potential problem metropolitan
areas might be justified. But. even then Bradley (1977) claims that typhoid
is probably better controlled by means of inoculations which last Sveral
years.

—
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~i:anoiuiss1on mechanism
Wat~r—borne

Preventive strategy
Improve water quality and prevent casual use of other
unimproved sources

Water—washed Improve water quantity, water accessibility and hygiene
Water—based Decreaseneed for water contact, control snail pcpula—

tions and improve quality -
Water—related insect vector Improve surface water management,destroy breeding sites

of insects and decrease need to visit breedir~g sites

TABLE 2
A Classification of Water—Related Diseases

Example
or water—washed)

and eye infections

penetrating skin (b) ingested
vectors; (a) biting near water

Cholera and Hepatitis
Trachoma, Scabies
Louse—bone—fever
Schistosomiasis and Guineawon
Sleeping Sickness
Malaria

TABLE 3
Diseases with Their Water Association and

Their Pathogenic Acent -_____________________

Pathogenic agent
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I.
1
1
1
1
1

disease 2a
2b
2b

Diphyllobothriasis 3b
worm 3b

3b
35

and Dengue 4b
4b
4b
4a
4b

C
D
A
C
A
II
D
B
F
C
B
B
A
B
A

H
C
E

D
B
D
B

B
B
C
C
B

ESpirochaete C=Rickettsiae
F.’~Fungus H~Misce1laneous

2
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The other major foecal—oral related diseases ‘re referred to as wat’ --

washed diseases. The most prevalent and acute water—washt-dd-fscase ‘-~.ns--
mitted through the fa~cal—oral process are the d~arrhoeas. lii thr ±esc
developed world diarrhoealdisease is the singL: largest cause r death and
illness (Gordon, 1964), Children less than two years aid ocr especially
susceptible to diarrhoea with often fatal resitlto. Previously, it was
felt that diarrhceal diseasewas transmitted priu4arily through the water
source hut recent research has found little evidence of this thesis (Brisco,
1977; Richardson, etal, 1968; and Feachem, 1978). This taises the whole
issue of quality vs. quantity and railability of water, Vhite at al (1972),
and Sanders and Warford (1976) have reviewed a large number of studies

which show diarrhoeal disaase decreaseswith increases in water avaliabi—
lity and quantity used. These studies also report very little if any
noticeable change in disease rates associated with increasedwater quality.
Feachemet at ía their 1978 Lesotho study found that not only was diarrho—

eal disease associated with quantity of water but also in the typhoid
region of Lesotho the transmission of typnoid was associated with faccal—
oral routes other than polluted water. Gordon (1966:360) contends that
“water for hyg-Lana.used in adequateamounts and ready accessibility, has
more significance for children under two than the provision of a potable
supply”.

Therefore it is necessary to consider water as a cleansing agent with
focus placed on filth—bone and filth—related diseases if the LDCs rural
sectors are to control diarrhoeal diseases. Planners must understand the
relationship betweenwater use and personal hygiene if there will be suf-
ficient health impacts. Another important dimension in control of diarr—
hoeas is nutrition. Gordon and Scrimshaw have reported numerousstydies
that relate malnutrition to diarrhoeal diseases in young children.

1’
They argue that the nutritional state of the infected host is more impor-
tant in control cx the disease than the route of transmission. The other
major firn of the water—washedcategory is infections of the skin and
eyes. They rarely shorten life but they are responsible for making people
miserable. Feachem (1978) reports that 70% of the pre—school children in
Ankole, Uganda and 90% of the inhabitants of the New Guinea Highlands
suffer from skin infection from eitherbacteria or mites and louse.

Once the need is determined for increasing the quantity and availabi-
lity of water, what is an adequate volume necessary for efficient water—
washed disease control? White et �1 (1972) estimates that the maximum
benefits accrue to those persons presently using less than 80 liters per

capita. The range where increased quantity is most efficient is between
20 and 80 lpc. This range is due to the volume of water necessary for
good hygiene. At present a liberal estimate of the global average water
volume usage for water sources outside the house is 20 liters per person.
The range is large depenc~ing on various tactors; the most important is
convenience. If water has to be carried more than a wile the daily con-
sumption may drop to as low as S liters per capita.

11 These studies are recorded in Wall and Reeves Water Supply, Diarrhoeal
Diseases and Nutrition: A Survey of Literature.
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The other two categories of water—related distaset, water—basedand
water—related insect vector will not be e~aboratcdhere. Their presen-
tation in Tables 1—3 is fairly straight forward with a simple relation-
ship to the water supply.

Water supply planners need to incorporate this water--related disease
typology into their project plans. IC improved health is a major benefit
to be accrued from a water project the design must address the particular
type of diseases in the region. A community health problem related to
water—washed diseases does not need a more costly and complicated water
qualIty treatment system; cost effectiveness demands better planning of
water supply systems. Even if the disease transmission route is polluted
water (i.e. water—borne) there is little guaranty that safe water when
consumed is of hii’-i juality. This type of pollution is especially pre-
valent in villages where public taps exist (WHO, 1966; Feachem.,1978).
Thus if the supply design is to include high quality water other sanita-
tion components, including education, must be implemented if the project
is to be successful in delivery of safe water.

Where water is considered as a cleaning agent, the question “what
is safe water?” takes om a different connotation. But what set of para-
meters should be used? Does this imply a new set of criteria for water
supply systems? Feachem (1977), White, (1972) and others feel that the
W.1T.O. water quality standards are far too stringent given the strong

evidence of other transmission routes for water—related diseases. This
conventional wisdom of high quality water may have been responsible for
the slow development of water systems in the developing world because
treatment facilities in water supply designs add a major cyst factor to
the project. Feachem (1977:88) has designed an a1gorithm-~- for decisions
in regards to treatment of water. This is reproduced as figure 1. It
includes decisions based on the type of water—related diseases encountered
in the area. Also a comparison is made between the new supply and the
traditional source of water. Feachem argues that if the treatment plant
cannot be maintained or afforded the mew supply should be implemented
without treatment if the traditional source has a similar level of pol-

lution. In this case the incidence of water—bone diseases will be ctontrolled
from increased quantity of water,

In most low—income conunities infection of the water—washed vari-
ety is the major cause of disease and high mortality rates. These
diseases will respond to improvements in water quantity, availability
and reliability. Therefore water supply (~signs should be focused to
meet these improvements. If quality related treatment is not feasible
a risk—taking procedure as guided by figure (1) should be considered.
It is a procedure which favors the acceptance of known hazards to achieve
known benefits. This is a more rational approach than the conventional
wisdom which would abandon the water supply project or build a treatment
plant that cannot be operated or maimtained. -

An Algorithm as found in figure 1 is a decision—making tool. The
Planner is guided through the maze by answers of YES or NO to each
question found in the rectangles. At the end of the path will be the
most appropriate technical desl~n giver, the parameters addressed in
the algorithm.
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In summary, the health plannIng aspect of rural water projects
involves a three—step process to determine the appropriate design:

• Determine the types of water related diseases pre~a1entin
the community or region. This can proba~1ybe acquired
from local health services.

• Decide from tables 2 and 3 the type of classification of
these diseases. If they are faecal—ora~ what is the rcost

probable source of transmission i.e. (water—borne. trans—
tnitted by water; or water—washed, effected by clLanlIuess
from lack of good hygiene, washing of dishes, b~thIn~,etc.).
Rem~nberthat most studies show that the niajurity of oral—
faecal d~rc~asesare primarily vater—.’ashed. Thus you need
strong evidence for water—borne designs.

Determine the appropriate design facilities.

a. If ~jroved water c~uality is needed, go to the water
treatment algorithm found in figure 1 for determining
the best design given structual and financial constraints
of the area. The algorithm also incorporates decIsions
for schistosomiasis and Guinea worm infestations. Also
an Importanr factor will be hygiene education and sewage
disposal to decreasere—contamination.

b. If the disease is caused by schisto~oniasis, guinea worm

or other water—based sources treatment of the water is
necessary. But the design will be simpler than that for
improved water quality. For example, schistosomiasis
only requires a holding tank storage of the water for
24 hours. Other controls include decreasing infested
water contacts and snail population.

c. If water—related insects is the cause, the correct design
would include decreasing the need for individuals to
visit insect breeding areas by transporting water needs
to the village. Also steps should be taken to destroy
breeding sites and improve surface water manageneut.

d. If the transmission is due to cleanliness—watet—washed
diseases, the most prominent, the appropriate design

should improve the accessibility of water through
transportation and/ok well construction. This decreas-
es distance travelled to collect water (household taps
being the ideal). Also important to control of these
diseases is the quantity available and the reliability V

of water supplies. This design provides only -he capa-
city for cleanliness. For success, projects mus in-
clude a personal hygiene educational component (this is

discussed in the next section).
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B. The Hygiene Educational C~~nent in Water S~pp1y Projects

The availability of safe water and/or adequate quanity is not suffi— V

cient to bring about the expected health results. The population must
change their behavior with regards to hygiene. A~reported earlier,
titudies have shown that perfectly safe water at the tap is polluted at
the time of consumption. Thus a water supply system will he beneficial
in lowering disease ratcs only if tha population understands the links
between health, clean water, and hygiene. The educational component is V

not only necessary during a project bitt is also important in the early
planning stages. Without public health education, villagers are unaware
of the potential benefits of improved water syf.tems and are not willing
to pay for them in either currency or through voluntary labor self—help
programs.

C. The Socio—Economic Components of Maintenance

Maintenance is the other major component that determines the success
cf water supply projects. An estimated 35% to 50% of rural water projects
are not functioning after 3 to 5 years due to maintenance problems. This
lack of maintenance is often due- to the fact that financing for construc-
tion is relatively easily obtained from donor agencies budgets or from
local villagers through some form of tariff or water usage rates. For
this reason technology should be designed that requires a minimum of main-

tenance even if the initial cost is substantially higher. The emphasis on
construction and the low priority given to the maintenance component is a

feature of national rural water supply programs. This tendency is often
strengthened as mentioned above from the international donor agencies.
Emphasis has been placed on goals and targets with often little if any
planning for future mL.intenance and recurrent expenditures.

This capacity of system maintenance is not entirely a problem of
financial resources or acquisition and delivery of spare—parts; two major
social dimensions are prevalent. Village motivation and the projects’
organizational structure are key elements in a successful water supply
investment venture.

C.l The Role of Village Participation on Motivation for Project Maintenance

Motivation for maintenance is a multi—dimensional phenomena. Moti-
vation may be low because the system’s benefits and g:alt have not been
fully understood and appreciated. The Eln’emdorf and Buckler (1978) study
of eight villages found that communities with more complete understanding
of the causal relationships between health and water or where considerable
time was ‘saved in water procurement (i.e. convenience) were more inclined
to volunteer their time for water system maintenance.

Another effect on maintenance motivation is related to the impact of
the new water systam on the community’s cultural—political power structure.
If the system affects this structure in a perceived adverse way the system
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may not receive the support of the vdlage leaders. ‘vu-ion the proposed
system appears to cause a shift in the power structure and/or requires
a major change in the value system or pattern of life the educational
and public relations component will have to be strengthened if the sys—
ten is to be accepted. This componentwill have to convince the leaders
that the benafits gained are much greater than any preceived socio—
economic losses incurred from the project’s implementation. Villagers
will also have to be convinced and accept the necessity of the requii~ed
behavioral changes.

Another major element of motivation associated with maintenance

and system abuse is the concept of community participation and local
decision—making. Through participation in the decision—making, and
donation of local resources (land, laoor and money) the community and
its leaders feel a sense of responsibility for the water system and may
adopt a possessive attitude about it. The project then makes the tran-
sition from their system (i.e. the government’s) to o’:r system. When
this transition occurs there is increased local effort toward maintenance
and payment of water rates associated wi~h recurrent expen~1tures. Row-
land (1978) survey of 137 Mexican villages reports a high significant
inverse relationship between degree of participation in the water project
and system failure or deficiency. The systemswhich were inoperative
were those systems where community participation and local assisted plan-
ning was low.

Participation also can act as a catalyst to stimulate community or—

ganizational infrastructure that continues to function after the project
has been completed. Rowland (1978) further reports that attitudes to—
ward participation and self—help are increased through successful parti-

cipation projects. Participation decreases apathy and increases moti-
vation. Be reports the 71% of those who had participated in the water
supply project would volunteer again and an impressive 54% of those citi-
zens who did not participate in the present water project would become
involved next time.

There are five major points at which the local population may play
a significant role in the decision making process. First, simply whe-
ther or not to implement or apply for a project based on their own pri-
orities and capacity to meet their obligation to the project. Second,
they may become involved in the selection of technically feasible alter-
natives based on their perceived needs and preferences subject to the
community and national constraints of financing and manpower. Next the
community asy h2 involved in setting the pricing policies or forms of
contributions. World Bank studies have shown that lower delinquency of
water use payments occur when the community at large has been involved
in setting up the pricing schedule to suit their income flows/or deter-
mining the type of in—kind services required. Fourth, setting up the
social controls for continued use and maintenance. Local management
policies wi 11 be more effective if they are adjusted to the community
network system and their formal government structures. Finally, local
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people can he of assistance in monotoring the construction, operation
and maintenance of a project thereby influencing the degree to which
it meets the stated aims. All of these activities further commits the
community to the pioject and its operation and maintenance.

A survey commissioned by UNICEF—WHO (ICEF/6.lJSS) and Rowland (1978)
delineated seven factors that appear to have been favorable to community
participation in water supply projects (these could probably be applied
to most if not all projects).

(1) Participation increased by 21% when the project was requested by
the village leaders or groups representing the village after a village
meeting approving the project.

(2) Specific government pnlicies to encourage 7illage involvement were
found to enhance the extent and depth of participation.

(3) Maximum participation occurred when limited local resources were

complemented by external resources, especially those provided by the
government. This could be in the form of technical advice and knowledge.
Especially if the experts work closely with locals and are sensitive to
local concerns, traditions and values.

(4) Participation was higher in areaswhere the governmentutil~~eda
decentralized administration and practiced regional planning,

(5) When local leaders have been cooperative and support the project,

they are a dynamic force through which community activities are initiated
and sustained.

(6) Participation is increased when the mobilization process revolves
around tradition (i.e. cooperative efforts are often traditionally asso-
ciated, wfth certain seasons like harvest; with leadership of cercain
individuals like a chief; with certain philosophies like giving assis-
tance to the vallage).

(7) Higher levels of participation were associated with a short start—up
period. Enthusiasm deLreaseswith the time span between planning and
impl ementatIon.

Project planners should therefore attempt to incorporate as many of these
factors as possible lxi tneir planning process. Based on past experience
this should increase chances of success, with the project becoming a
source of pride for the community and therefore maintained at the maximum

local capacity.

C.2 The Effects of Organizational Structure on Maintenance and Project
Operation.

Closely associated with community involvement and also effecting
motivation and capacity for maintenance is the organizational structure
of the proje:t planning, implementation and maintenance.

9
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Three major organizational models may be used ~n a~inistration
of water supply bystems.

In the direct admin1strat~on model all of the p]an’ilng, implementn—
tion and maintenance i~ provided by the central authorit or a conbina—

tion of central authority and a branch office. The only coi~unitv in—
volvemeat is the water usage paymznts. This mocici. is adequatefor muni-
cipalities but at. the village level evaluation has shown that the central
authority has difficulty in maintaining the water system due to sparse
locations of some of the systems and the lack of village motivation [or
minor repairs.

At the other end of the spectrum is the self—help organizational
structure. At this level the central authority and branch office have
limited involvement. Their only functions include disbursement of
grants/loans and providing technical advice and supervision. In the
pure self—help model as organized in Lesotho, the government became
overwhelmed by applications from villages. Most of the villages had
already organized for the project and it was impossible for the govern-
ment to implement all of these programs at the same time. This led to

increased village apathy and government bad will. In this approach,
need is usually not the criteria for implementation but simply a first
come first served basis.

The controlled model (Table 4) allows the government to implement
programs at their pace with some degree of control over the process.
This model allows for maximum participation, ~ith the government taking
a more active role in the project. Through this structure the central
authority makes village selections maximizing limited resources accord-
ing to a predetermined policy and set of criteria. When selections have
been accomplished, villages are invited to apply to participate in a
water supply project.

The administrative framework should have adequate vertical links.

To ensure continued operation, village systems must be supported with
technical advice, operative training, supply of spare parts and some
minor supervision. This decentralization of local support is costly and
often excluded or overlooked in the iu~tial resource planning.

D. Summary of the Complementary Component of Water Systems

Nearly all the evaluations of water systems have stressed the fact
that a water supply system must be accompanied by a carefully designed
package of complementary inputs if it is to achieve development goa]s
of improved standard of living. These major components or inputs, which
have been discussed above, are (1) hygiene education (2) a sanitation
component (3) community involvement and (4) maintenance support and
education. Concentration on these major components should not be taken
to imply that these are the only social concerns in potable water pro-
jects. These are simply problems incurred in all water projects. Other

‘~
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TABLE 4

Administrative Model for Controlled Self—Help~

ivity Central Authority Branch Office*~district or region) Community

blish

ement.

tam

Decide upon project
selection criteria

Obtain information,
allocate resources
to regions on pri—

ority grounds

Disburse grants and
donor funds

Provide central

technical advisory
unit, purchase ma—
terials

Provide maintenance
funds

Select suitable villages and invite
them to apply for specified projects

Collect self—help contributions,
prepare project memoranda

Provide technical supervision

Employ maintenance staff

Organize, but
only proceed
when invited

Raise specific
funds and labour
on an ~greed
basis

Contribute la—
bour or pay for
work as arranged

Provide occa—
sional labour or
services of a
volunteer, alert
branch office
when necessary

* This Table is adapted from Feuchem 1978:251

** A well staffed and well supported branch office is absolutely essential
to this model.
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social issues mar occur in specific areas that trust he resolved if the
project’s impact is at a maximum. For example, one major problem that
appears in many projects is the location of communal water faucets.

This becomes a special problera when water rates are applicable. Commu—
nal stand pipes have a problem similar to all public poods. How do you
restrict the use of those who do not pay or contribute in laboz

7 This
issue was solved in Kenya by usage of key operating taps with keys kept
by the person responsible for water rate collections. But this increa-
sed the tine constraints of fee collectors and of those drawing water.

If charges are to be made for water, the people must be educated
as to the raasons and an effective campaIgn launched in which the public
assists in setting the rate of collection techniques and structures to
fit into their income flow structure.

Maintenance and operation cost recovery through water rates has been
shown by Rowland (1978) and from the World Bank’s experience to increase
villages’ sense of responsibility for the water system. This attitude
of responsIbility should encourage good local maintenance and careful use
of the facIlities. The World Bank estimates that a charge between 3 to S

percent of family income would be sufficient in most cases to meet opera-
tion and maintenance expenses. But rarely can a family pay more than 5
percent of their income for water charges.

A major problem exist in collection procedures for water rates.
Charges for water are more readily collected where house connection is
provided. Metering of individual supplies, the usual and most eq’titable
basis for urban systems, will not generally be justified in rural commu-
nities where consumption is small and only a few houses nay have direct
connections.

The flat rate collected through family fees, head taxes, water taxes,
etc. may have the potential to cause problems based on perceived inequa—
table rate charges. This issue, with little solution, is the resistance
of people to pay equal fees when their ramilies are smaller than average
or their house is located a greater distance than others from the stand—
pipes.

In Central American projects implemented by Aqua del Pueblo house-
holds sharing a common tap choose its location. This has been very suc-
cessful in curbing later location dissatisfactions. This choice of lo-
cation, of course, has to be restricted by technical constraints such as
appropriate run—off elevation and cost for added delivery distance.

Another socio—technical problem occurs where planned communal effort
and usage nay be lessened because of the village’s social stratification
which prohibits communal activities. These must be taken into considera-
tion in planning faucet and sanitation locations, and in the organization-
al structure of village paflicipation.

12
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Problems of diffusion and adoption of technology is a software not
a technical feasibility problem. Unless theso inputs are present In a
water system plan, the project risks a high chance of failure of both
the plysical system and its social—economic goals. ~—‘ater is a necessity

but not a sufficient condition for inproved health. At the present
state of affairs most water systems are planned almost “ntirely by engi-
neers. The selection of the most appropriate technology i’ not just an

engineering problem. The technology must be diffused intu tiLe social
setting of the comsaunity. This is whore citizen participation and social
analysts becomes important in the early stages of planning. Only through
this process can decision—makers be assured of the best possible choice - -

of technology and thus improve chances for a successful project.

Technological aspects of potable water systems are covered extensive—

ly in various agcncy publications. One of the most comprehensive is the
University of Oklahoma 1978 AID contracted publication titled “Appropriate
Methods of Treating Water and Wastewater in Developing Countries”. Also - ~ -~

in White and Sevious (1977) is a thorough annotated bIbliography of the - -~ -~

technological choices. This Paper will not attempt to cover these issues

except for their interaction with the systems non—technical parameters.

The World Bank summarizes technological decision of village water in
four general principles.

Groundwater is preferable to surface water because of higher

quality; in LDCs shallow wells with handpumps should be used when—
ever possible.

Systems should be rugged and designed for simple trouble—free
operation and maintenance by local technicians.

Replacement parts should be readily available with system
equipment as standardized as possible. The standardization
reduces the variety of parts in storage.

Standard designs, which can be slightly modified to taeet local
conditions should be used; design should employ, as far as possi-
ble, local materIals and technology. :-

A comparison of two USAID projects in Yemen and the Philippines is a
good example of the success related to implemettation of principle (b) and
on designs of local materials and technology.

1’

The Yemen project’s implementation was delayed by eighteen months due
to shipment problems. Even then some of the equipment was damaged and
most of the pumps did not meet ordered specifications. This led to prob-
lems in the training program and the general operation of the project. On

These are covered in detail in the review of AID projects, Appendix A,
Technology portion.
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the other hand, a Bicol region of the Philippines quality water project
was very successful due to the use of local materials. The system was
gravIty—fed with a filer system using coconut fiber/burnt rice husk.
The zystem maintenance as successfully turned over to local management
withIn a few months.

Appendix A is a review of USAID potable water projects since 1974.
Yhese projects reviewed, along with the previously discussed evaluations,
give support to the inctusion of other considerations in addition to the
contributions of engineers in capital development projects. Engineers
seek technical solutions to human problems which may or may not be assi-
milated into the folkways or customs of the regicns. It is only through
careful attention to the social elements and the necessary complementary
component that a technical solution may be planned and successfully im-
plemented.

14
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IT. Utilization of Social Anarises by Other Agencies in Potable
Water PTojects

Both domestic and international agencies have an extremely low commit-
ment to social analyses. The emphasis is usally placed on financial plan-
ning. Where social analysis has occurred it has had little Influence on
the decision—makingprocess. With the exception of the Corp of Engineers,

social analyses have beenhaphazard and unorganized. The Corp uses a
standardized checklist but because of policy and lack of interest by de-
cision makers very little effort is expended in carkying cut the social
analysis. But from discussions with these agencies it appears that social
analysis will becomebetter utilized in the future.

A. Domestic 4gen~ies Water Programs

Domestic agencies involvement in U.S. water systems is based on the
right of people to have reliable access to safe wattr. Therefore, potab]e
water does not need justification. The Corp of Engineers’ concern is pri-
marily reliability of water. The quality of water is taken vs a given;
the objectives for investments in system improvements is based on providing
increased quantity and reliability of potable water.

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) operates as a regulatory
agency to insure that the community’s water supply is safe. Concerns are
much broader than simply bacterial pollutIon; the water standard is also
concerned with a host of other contaminates, including the mineral content
related to water hardness.

USDA Farmers’ Hone services rural America’s water supply needs by

providing loans to communities for water system improvements. Farmers’
Home’s only concern is financial ability of communities to repay water
development loans.

The Corp of Engineers and the TennesseeValley Authority (T.V.A.)are
the only federal agencies involved in actual implementation of water sys-
tems. These projects are always in connection with a much larger water
project such as flood protection, hydrol electric dam construction and
irrigation.

These two agencies are required ‘by law to conduct four types of sur-
veys before proceeding with a project. The first two surveys accounts,
National Development and Regional Development, are an assessment of the
project’s effect on national and regional CNP. Alternative solutions are
Judged against their contribution to economic growth. In the other two
accounts emphasir. is placed on non—economic concerns. The environmental
protection account is conducted to guaranty that the alternative selected
will not have an adverse effect on the natural or physical environment.
Social well—being (the last account) attempts to measure effects of al-
ternative solutions on the target communities’ social parameters. These
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parameters include inccne distribution, health, safety, educational and -

recreational opportunities, effects on community cohesion, displacement
problems, and esthetic values.

Unfortunately, the social account along with the regional account is
not utilized in planning by the Corp because the Executive Office is only
concernedwith national growth. The environmental account is considered
in planning processesbecauseof strict congressional laws concerning en-
vironmental protection. Therefore, social analysis is under—utilized by
domestic agencies. A phenomena that is also noted with international
agencies. It had been expected that USAID would be able to learn from
their domestic counterparts with regards to social analysis and social
parameters of water supply projects. But from perusal of their publica-
tions and interviews with domestic agency personnel it is concluded that
domestic agencies are as far behind in social impact assessment as are
international development ager.cies.

B. International Agencies Water Programs; United Nations

Although none of the international agencies interviewed conducted
social assessments with any regularity or cons!stency, most were able to
verbalize a set of goals and/or investment componentswhich were translated
to planning objectives and village criteria selection.

In the United Nations system the Children’s Fund (UNICEP) and the
World Health Organization (W.H.O.) are the only divisions that are actively
involved in implementation. The U.N. Development Programme (UNDP) and the
World Bank are involved only in technical advise and procurement of finan-
cing. The Bank has comm~ssioneda variety of evaluations and research into
potable water projects.1-

UNDP has only minimal involvement in potable water projects. They
have only supplied financing for 38 projects of which 13 are still in the
implementation stage with a monetary commitment of 17 million dollars.
UNDP has not established criteria or goals in the commitment of funds for
water systems. All planning, implementation and operation is performed by
host countries. Technical assistance may be given if requested but usually
through another division of the U.N.

B.1 The World Bank Experience in Social Analysis

The World Bank is also concerned primarily with the financial elements

of development projects. But the Bank has produced some guidelines for
conducting sector analyses and selection criteria. The Bank lists a series
of goals and justifications for investments in potable water. The direct
goals are improved health, greater convenience and fire protection. These

direct benefits also contribute to secondary or indirect benefits. Indirect

ii These reports are reviewed later in th~Paper.
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benefits are related to increases in village quality of life. Because
rural areas become a nicer place to live the project should slot.i down
rural—urban m~graticn. Also increases I: community infrastructure will
have a possibility of leading to economic growth. This sort of investment
will perform an equalization rile through redistribution of real income to
the rural poor since repayment of loans will come primarily from general
revenue sources.

Although the Bank has set sone basic selection criteria guidelines
and suggests that host countries conduct a thoiough sector study they

believe these choices are basically political and thus should be made by
the respective governments (Jennings etal 1973:2). These sector studies
will hopefully be used by decision makers but their usage is not required
other than for determining the financial abilIty of governments to repay
the loan. A copy ot the sector checklist is produced in appendix B. One
noticeable absence from the survey is social data except for some admini— $

stration and vater organization questions.

The World Bank has emphasized institution building in its technical
cooperation and only recently have they taken measures to ensure that
poorer sectors of the population benefit from the projects. In 1977 lend—
img for water supply projects accounted for $400 million with considerable
expansion planned during the decade. - -~

Since a cost—benefit analysis is impossible the Bank has developed a - -

set of three qualitative/quantitation criteria for selection of communities
for water projects.

The most important of these is village involvement and enthusiaen.
This is measured by community willingness to pay part of the construction
cost and a mantenance fee of around 47 of income. Another selection item
is village need based on water quality, quantity, convenience and relia—
bility of traditional sources during droughts. The last item is village
potential for economic growth plus the strength and competence of its in—
stitutions.

In summary, although the Bank has given some commitment to analysis, -‘

they have been concerned primarily with financial matters. In e few of
their documents lip service has been given to social analyses but little - -

actual progress has occurred. Since host countries make the final choica,
given a few financial constraints, the World Bank’s personnel are not will--
ing to devote too much time to analyses that will not effect policy.

B.2 UVIC1~F Experience in Social Analysis

The justification for investment in water supply for TThICEF is that
young children are particularly vulnerable to diarrhoea and other diseases
related to poor hygiene which also contr-tbutc to malnutrition. Thus, the
provision of safe water is one of the most effective and economical ways
to help children’s health within the framework of primary health care,
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Other benefits of adequate water are also relevant to children.
Accessible water provides convenience and saves time in collection. This
increases time available to mothers for other activities, and encourages
&elf—help community effort.

Water supply and sanitation facilities are often among the first
tangible services that reach children and their families in many under—
privileged areas. Thus safe water has the potential of becoming a
“leading edge” from which other services can be gradually organized.
UNICEF recognizes that improvements in health are limited unless other
components are present in the programs. Some of those important elements
are personal hygiene, appropriate disposal of excreta, household cleanli—
ness, and the general environment around the house. Even though UNICEF
recognizes these ijanortant factors, which are primarily of an educational
nature, only fifty percent of their water supply projects have an educe—
tional component. At present 90% of UNICEF funds are allocated to equip-
ment and supplies.

UNICEF attempts to adjust the urban and wealthier rural area biases
of the World Bank by investing entirely in unserved rural areas which can
not qualify for “bankable” projects. These investments in 1979 totaled
$26 million with a commitment for FY 1980 of $50 million. This small amount
in comparison to the World Bank is not enough to eleviate the bias of “bank-
able” projects. UNICEF along with other agencies is beginning to recognize
the importance of maintenance planning. In the past, very few of their pro-
jects had a maintenance component, but presently all of their water system
projects have an integrated maintenance program.

B.3 The World Health Organization Experience in Social Analysis

W.H,O. and the Pan American Health Organization (P.A.H.O.) do not
directly finance water systems. They assist in procurement of financial
arrangements and often prepare engineering/economic feasibility reports
with funds provided from hIND? and the International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (IBRD). Their major role is technical cooperation aimed at
stimulating and strengthening national water programs through training to
increase managerial capacity and the provision of information on appropriate
technology.

P.A.H.O. has suggested that selection of communities for water projects

should be based on exist1ng manpower and financial constraints.

The five basic criteria used for selection of target communities are:

communities that have expressed interest, have requested the system
and have offered financial or other assistance for construction and
operation;
communities where projects can avoid unusual or expensive solutions;
communities with the largest number of inhabitants (not more thçn
2,000): this decrease per capita cost due to economies of s:ale;
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communities with access by roads for trucks; and
communities located within one of the zones of influence of national
or local development plans.

Failure to meet the first two criteria are the most important in removing
a community from the target list.

The construction cost of P.A.H.0. assisted projects have been broken
down as follows: (1) about 50% is covered by a loan from an international
agency often repayed by central governments; (2) about 30% is granted by
national or state programs; and (3) the remaining 20% is obtained from
communities in the form of cash, materials, and labor during construction.
In addition, maintenance and operating costs are paid by the community
through a water rate scheme.

B.4 A Review cf the iJnited Nation’s Role In Potable Water Projects

In summary none of the United Nation’s organizations are actively
involved in social analysis of development projects. UNICEF recognizes
possiblt~ potential benefits from social surveys but does not have the staff,
nor are they willing to invest part of their budget for thin activity. At
present the evaluation department of UNICEF provides some social analysis
but thcy have cons~erable constraints on the time devoted to this activfty.

UNICEF is the only U.N. agency that implements only rural water pro—
grams. They also are the only U.N. agency that does not require a water
usage fee and require communities to pay a portion of the construction cost.
In regards to village monetary contribution requirements, the World Bank and
other international loaning agencies are presently re—exaining this issue and
will probably develop some less restrictive alternatives, or the poorest

villages will be excluded from participating in the U.N. Water Decade goals.

C. International Agencies ~later Programs: Private Voluntary Organizations

Private Voluntary Organizations (Pvo) appear to be more concerned with
social issues than donor agencies. They also view water projects as just one
component in a rural development program. This is possibly because they oper
—ate at the community level and develop all of 9eir projects around the self—
help principle. But none of the PVO questioned

1 had a defined system for

collection and usage of social analyses in planning.

Cooperation for American Relief Everywhere (CARE) requires a social
analysis of all projects with subsequent nonotoring hut this has been car—
ned out in a very unorganized, haphazard mariner with each Mission’s

.1’ Much of the discussion is based on a conference on Water Project
Planning for PVO. At the conference informal discussion:; were held
with Catholic Relief Services, Luthern World Relief, ar.d Church World
Services. Information on CAREwas obtained from extens!ve interviews.
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procedures autonomous. At present, CARE is developing a nore structured
progran of nonotoriny, and evaluation, but it will probably have only United
success due to lack of staff and training that wculd be required to adcninis—
ten this complex information system.

CARE initially became involved in water supply projects based on the
believed benefits to health. But present planning gcals cm leaning toward
availability of water as the major objective with convenience as the major
benefit. For example, a recent project in Keyna, financed with USAID monies,
uses as justification the amount of tine—saved by woncn.

CAPJ~sometimes uses social analyses in select-ion of target villages.
The components are based on the economic ability for system maintenance and

the communities willingness to participate. Unfortunately like most PVOs,
CARE has little influence on choice of technology. Host country engineers
usually plan the technical hardware of the system and turn the designs over
to the PVOs for implementation. But CARE does influence the software devel
—opment- for water projects. At present all CARE projects have a naintenance
component primarily of an educational nature. Also they are adopting a hy-
giene and system usage educational component as an integrated part of water
projects. Presently 50% of their projects have incorporated this education-
al element.

BecausePVOs are community based their real
projects is their ability to develop an efficient
where village involvement occurs at all stages in
this type of participation the potential long run
is increased.
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III. The MaJor Social Parametersand Their Reiationshj~jo the Accural

of Benefits

At the most inclusive abstract level the hasic benefit from water
system programs is improvement in quality of life. In rural areas this
should have the effects of slowing down rural to urban migration. Thus
relieving population pressures in the cities. The World Bank also altri—
butes increases in equality to rural water projects duo to income redis-
tribution. This redIstribution occurs from investment in capital projects
at a higher rate than contributions from rural and/or poor areas. Urban
wealth is therefore contributing to service delivery for the poor.

In addition to a more equitable society, water supply project which
feature self—hem 2nd participation also perform as a catalyst for other
self—advancement programs. Success in water projects change psychological
attitudes,or locus of control from external controlled to internal con-
trolled.

1’ Therefore, a water project may be the starting point for rural
development. Another latent benefit is the strengthening of local insti-
tutions that will be beneficial in other development programs.

Benefits that are related to actual water supply improvements are
presented in Table (5). The mechanism through which benefits are accrued
are listed under the four dimensions of water system projects: (1) Acces-
sibility — the time involved in procuring adequate family water needs.
This is a function of both closeness of the water and the number of users
for each tap; (2) Qnantit7 — the amount of water available for usage; (3)
Quality — the level of purity, primarily bacterial count and absence of
parasites; and (4) Reliability — an adequate amount of water during all
seasons.

Health improvement has been the major expressed benefit or justifica-
tion for water system investments. But this benefit is very difficult if
not impossible to quantify.21 The review of literature has pointed out the
important interactive effect between hygiene education and water quantity/
quality on hnlth. Health benefits will have an increased possibility if
educational components are associated with water projects. Health related
to water quality may also require a sanitation component to assure that water
sources are not re—contaminated.

.1’ The works of 1-rofessor Rotter describes people as being either externals,
those who feel controlled from outside their environment and thus accepts
things as they are, or internals, those who take responsibility for their
own lives and environment. It is the internal controlled individuals who
are potential entrepreneurs. These individuals are willing to work at
improving their environment.

2! W.H.O, meeting of experts on Measurement of Health Benefits states that
present available methodology does not allow for a good measure of health
benefits. P.V. report No. PVN 20 (1976)
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TABLE S

Relationships Between Water Supply Improvenients
and

Potential Benefits

!nef its Accessibility Quanity Quality~ Reliability
~—saving and Saving on the water Saving during
reniences collection journey

for each household
— —— season when

unreliable
sources fail

~th improve— Water piped into Potential in— Precludes one aye— May avoid sea-.
:; absence homes may increase provexoent in nue of faecal—oral sonal use of
Iioease and quantity used (see hygiene if disease trausmis— more polluted
:er nutri— next column) and additional sian sources of

through reduce exposure to water is used water
eased ab— water—based disease
t ba

:eaced Labour released by Indirect Indirect through Seasonal time—
ur svail— time—saving through health improve— saving

~ity and health ment
luctivity

Icultural Possible indirect Surplus or — Seasonally
incement benefit from la—

bour releases
waste avail—
able for
gardening

significant in
some cases

~omic A prerequisite, A prerequi— —— Permits perma—
~rsit.y but not usually

a major one
site, but
not usually
a majc~r one

nent settle—
ments

protection Time saved in
procuring water

Adequate
amount to
put out the
fire

— Protection
during che
most crucial
perIod; the
dry season
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The othet benefits (convenience/time saving, increases in availabil-
ity of labor—productivity, agricultural advances, economic diversity and
fire protection) are nll associated entirely with water being more acces-
sible, reLiable and In greater quanity. These causal relationships streng-
then arguments made earlier to mitigate importance of water quality in
water system planning.

The degree to which :11 or soni’ if these benefits materialize (health
being the most precario1~.) depc’nds n~t the planning and integration of pro—
jects with other important compottentf.

Once construction is finished and in operation the system must be
properly maintained and utilized if communitIes are to receive any benefits
from the investment. Even the best designed systems with sanitation and
education components will be unreliable if poorly maintained, forcing

communities to resort to traditional water sources. Thus, maintenance and
acceptance of the system become the major constraints of the success or
faiiurc of a Water System project.

Projects are more likely to succeed if:

The community is fully aware of cost and benefits of alternative systems
and helps ip ~t.ke selection process;
A local committee helps to set priorities and management procedures;
Communication is fluid between the community and project personnel;
Tariff structures are understood and accepted;
The project design has allocated funds or a feasible process for col-
lection of funds to meet recurrent expenditures;

The plan includes a training program for maintenance manpower;
The project uses and strengthens local political and/or indigenous
organizations when ever possible. If new organizations must be devel

-oped they are formed in a manner that will not lead to a power strug—
gle in the community;
The village kinship and stratification structure is considered in the
supply scheme; and finally
There is assurance of good utilization of facilities by discussion
and local understanding of the link between water—sanitation, personal
hygiene, environmental hygiene and health.

The first four requisites are concerned with community participation
which affects motivation for local maintenance. The next three planning
elements increases the village’s capacity for maintenance. The last two
requirements affect not only motivation for uaintenance due to appreciation
and understanding of the system, but also are directly related to its
utilization.

For efficient planning and successful projects, these major social

elements must be taken into consideration. The next section will discuss
the general procedures for development of social impact analysis procedures.
These techniques will assist project planners in the design of proposed
water systems.
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LV. The Use of Comprehensive Social Impact Analysis for Efficient
Planning

Social analysis within USAID is too often regarded simply as a justi—

ficaticn tool. Emphasis has been placed on beneficiaries in support of
the mandate to serve the poor and to increase benefits to women. This is a

necessary aspect of social analyses but a social impact and community pro-
file statement does not providc sufficient information for efficient pro—
ject planning. Another element of social analyses -must be utilized if
projects are to incorporate social designs for development activities. - -

This element, social soundness or feasibility studies, is designed to as-
sist project planners in the identification of communities’ capital absorb—
tion abilities. The feasibility studies will also assist planners in the
selection of the most socially acceptable implementation procedures by
identifying those social parameters which show the greatest effect on the
project’s local acceptance and success.

Social soundness statements deal specificall’.’ with socia] parameters
which effect the project’s acceptance, utilization and ultimately its suc—
cess in terms of community quality of life impacts. Er-gineers design tech—
n:Lcal solutions to human problems, the social analyst determines if this
solution is appropriate, given the community social environment and exper-
ience from previous similar interventions. These important parameters
must be considered, and designs must Incorporate these social solutions
if USAID intends to receive a good return for their investments through
implementation of projects which deliver the intended benefits to the popu-

lation. The cost of a thorough social analysis is little compared to po-
tential losses from an unsuccessful program. In financial management terms
social analyses, which includes a soundness study, considerably decreases
investment risk and enhances the potential social payoffs.

A large number of social analyses written for development agencies —

are too unfocused and descriptive to serve in the role of feasibility
statement. They attempt to be exhaustive instead of concentrating on the
key issues and system parameters (i.e. socio—econonic elements that nay
affect the success of a development project). The analysis must select
the most important Information in a given situation f or in—depth analysis.
Most development programs require some needed change in social behavior
f or projects to deliver the intended benefits. This procedure and the
process of this change must be understood and become an integral part of
the project implementation.

Incorporation of social soundness studies Is not the only problem in
Effective usage of social planning in project designs. At present social
analyses are usually carried out during the final stages of project denign;
often they are finished only a few weeks before project papers are present-
ed. This is too late for a feasibility statement to be useful. At this
point in the planning, tentative budgets have been set and general project
strategies have been formulated. If the social feasibility statement caus-
es any change in project designs, it is likely to be only minor ones. This
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is a serious problem; social constraints may have been identified and an
implementation procedure which increases potential seivice delivery devel
—oped, but at this point in the planning process all that can be done is
cosmetic surgery.

Not only should the social feasibility statement be cotmnissioned
early in the project design process, but a representative from the TECH/
Social Analysis division or a Mission social scientist should become
involved formally in the initial stages of the project. It is important
that the social scientist involved is familiar with social problems in-
curred in projects of this type to ensure that the design incorporates
important social dimensions which contribute to a successful project
adaptation in the community or region. In fact, early involvement may

even lead to a joint identification of an alternative intervention that
needs to be examined.

Certain types of projects require more individual intervention and
project acceptance than others. These active interventions as conpared
to passive ones require a more careful analysis and social emphasis in

the project design. For example, a health project to control typhoid
through an inoculation program is a passive intervention; it usually re-
quires little if any change in behavior, attitudes or values of local
inhabitants. The major problem may be simply management of supplies.

On the other hand an agricultural project which requires the adaptation
of new farming techniques is a very active intervention. In this case,
the social parameters are probably the major elements in determining the
program’s acceptance and success. Therefore, project planners need to
become aware of the type of intervention required for implementation of
various projects. This determination is not as easy as it may seem on
the surface; rural water supply and sanitation are a good example. The
preceding portion of this Paper dealt with major social components of
water systems that in the past had often been over—looked primarily be-
cause development planners had preceived water projects as a form of
passive intervention. Consultation with the Technical Support -- Social
Analysis office should help in identification of the more active inter-
vention programs. Once they have been identified the Mission planners
will be aware of the possible social constraints and issues.

This document and others to be prepared like it will assist Missions
in identifying crucial social variables of active and semi—active pro-
jects. This closer working association between Mission project planners
and Washington Technical Support will enhance project designs and insure
a greater impact on the goals of the projects.
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B IBLIOC RAPHI

Brisco, J. (1977) “The Role of Water Supply in Improving Health ir. Poor
Countries, with Special Reference to Bangladesh” Paper presented
at the U. S. Academy of Science workshop on Effective Intervention
to Reduce Infection in Malnourished Populations, Haiti.

The Study found no significant difference in diarrhea rates between
villages wit’~ and without improved clean water

The dynamic nature of water program development in Latin America is
described, trth the estimate that it takes about 8—10 years for a
system to dccelop from water supplied to public fountains, to piped
supplies, to 80% of the houses (patio connection). The author feels
that key points are the focus on the concentrated rurai population,
the extensive use of trained technicians, and the promotion of in-
tense local community participation. He proposes three distinct pro-
grams: a well program for dispersed populations, a rudimentary aque-
duct program for semi—concentrated populations, and a rural aqueduct
program for concentrated or “urban” populations. He advocates a mass
approach with standardized techniques for these programs, and discuss-
es the problems of financing and administering them.

Elmendorf, Mary and Patricia Buckles (1978) “Socio—cultural Aspects of
Water Supply and Excreta Disposal” World Bank, EWT/Public Utilities
notes.

Social and cultural factors influencing people’s responses to water
supply and excreta disposal technologies are investigated in eight
case studies of communities in the rural and urban fr

4-ige areas of
Latin America. The report summarizes each case study including the
technologies introduced and community response to then. A second
part presents the cross—community findings on perceptions, prefer-
ences, telated practices, and the use of social science techniques

~t~r- -~

[1111

Donaldson, David (1973)
America (1961—1971).
zation, Pan American
Health Organization,

Prcgress in the Rural Water Programs of Latin
Washington, D.C. Pan American Health Organi—

Sanitary Bureau, Regional Office of the World
36 pp. in Feachem et al (1977).
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to understand than. In the last section, the report focuses on
the inplirations of the findings and suggests an approach which can
bE used by planners to integrate social and cultural factors into
project design to ensure the introduction of wator supply and excre—
ta disponal technologies which will be accepted, properly used, and
maintained.

Feechem, Richard, Michael McCarry, and Duncan ~ (1977) (ed.) Water

,

Waste and Health in Hot Climates John 4:! y & Sons, New York.

This book Is a series of articles divided into five distinct but
often overlapping areas. Part I deals with health aspect of water
supplies. A second part concerns issue of water project in low in—
come communities. In this section topics includes water treatment
techniques, economic planning and water system design. The last
section discusses the planning of sanitation and waste—water treat-
ment facilities with some articles dealing with waste—water and
excreta reclamation schemes. Two articles used estensively in this
report were David Bradley’s “Health Aspect of Water Supply” where -- -:
he develops a water—related disease typology and Richard Feachem’s
“Water Supply for Low—income Communities” where the water system
design algorithm Is developed.

Feachem, Richard et al (1978) Water, Health and Development: An Inter

—

disciplinary Evaluation Tn—medBooks, London.

This is an extensive evaluation of village water supplies in Lesotho
by an interdisciplinary team over a period of eighteen months. Part
I is a presentation of their findings. In part II these findings
and other studies from around the world, are used as a basis for a
general discussion on all aspects of the planning and design of rural
water programs in developing countries. The authors attempt to deal
with problems of selecting appropriate technologies, operation end
maintenance. They also investigate t”age of the self—help concept and
the problem of administration and organization of the system.

Cordon, J. E. et al (1964) “Acute Diarrheal Disease in Less Developed
Countries: III. Methods for Prevention and Control” Bull. WHO
vol. 31, pp. 21—28.

Argues for more emphasis on personal hygiene, better nutrition, better
maternal and child health education as means for control of the most
prevalent and most severe form of diarrheal disease——that is, weanling
diarrhea. Environmental measures——building latrines, improving water
supplies, pasteurizing milk—may be Important in general community
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control of disease but do not effect weanling n~alnutrition much
because they do not attaci its specific transmission route. Authors
feel one—shot field surveys have been overdone; surveys should be
repenr~d in order to have much value. Most usefui wou~dbe a long—
term prospcctive study of a fixed population which would compare re-

sults with similar studies done in India, Cuaterr~ila and the Arctic.

Cordon, J. E., “Acute Diar~-heal Disease”, 1merican Journal of the Medical

Sciences, vol. 248, pp. 345—365, September 1964.

“As a killing disease, the diarrheas far overshadow upper respiratory

illnesses . . .“ and “in large parts of the world diarrheal deaths
outnumber any ot-~r single cause.”

Although acute diarrheas lack definable infectious agents, they behave
like an infectiou& process. In diarrheai~ ~ early childhood, syner

—

gisTn betw”en malnutrition and diarrhea is an outstanding feature, but
“poor santatlon has an e~ ]~yjmportant part”. Highest seasonal
prevalence is in hot dry periods. Index case is usually a young child
through direct contact with adult carrier. “Water for hygienic uses
in adequate atiount and ready accessibility has more significance for
this age group (less than two years old) than provision of a potable
supply.” Dietary supplements plus environmental sanitation are the
main consideratiens in diarrhea control programs.

NcJunkin, F. F. (1969) “Co~nunity Water Supply in Developing Countries”
C

1fice of International Health, USPHS PHS/O1H, AID/WHO, Chapel Hill,
N.C.

Quotes E. P. Campbell (1959) as source of widely accepted data that
each year 500 million people are affected by incapacitating water
related illness and 10 million (half of theo infants) die. Worldwide,
25% of ho~pita1 beds are occupied by patients ill with these diseases.
G~ves historic review of watei. related illnesses. Gives typhoid fever
graph (Greece and Mass.) and WHOdata showing inverse relationship of
infant mortality to proportion of population served by water.

McJunkin, Frederick E. (1969) “Co~cunity Water Supply in Developing Countries”
Chapel Hill, N.C. U. S. Agency for Interiatiomal Development and 11. S.
Public Health Service-

Focusing primarily on urban situations, the report emphasizes the
health arid economic benefits of improving water supplies and sanita-
tion. It cites institution building ~s an important aspect of aid to
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developing countries, as well as educationil assistance, technolo-
gIcal improvement, capita] and planning aspe:ts. A summary is given
of USAID assistance for improved rural anti urban water supplies in
various countries.

Moore, Helen A., Enrique de la Cruz, end Oscar Vargns.-Mendez (1966)
“Diarrheal Disease Studies in Costa Rica: I, Plan and Methods of
Investigation” American Journal of Public Health 56, Pp. 276—286.

— ]966. “Diarrheal Disease Studies in Costa Rice: II, The Pre-
valence of Certain Enteric Organisms and Their Relationship to
Diarrhea” American Journal of Public Health 56, pp. 442—451.

— 1966. “Diarrheal Disease Studies in Costa Rica: III, Morbidity
and Mortality from Diarrhea” American Journal of Epjjemioj~g~

82, pp. 143—161.

—— 1966. “Diarrheal Disease Studies In Costa Rice: IV, The Thflu—
ence of Sanitation Upon the Prevalence of Intestinal Infection and
Diarrheal Disease” American Journal of Epidemiolo~ 82, pp. 162—

184.

A survey was made of the sanitary characteristics of 1,202 houses of
a canton in the coffee—producing area of Costa Rica. The houses were
supplied with piped water (94%) and facilities for sanitary excreta
disposal (89%). Meat and milk supplies and handling facilities were
also examined. The level of water pollution was high, but piped
water appeared to be important in reducing the amount of infection
with enteropathogenic bacteria, although diarrhea morbidity and para-
sitism were not greatly affected. Conclusions include that the inci-
dence of diarrhea was reduced and the prevalence of Sh~gella infections
and parasitism least where a good level of sanitation was found. A
bathing facility was needed to obtain the best effects from piped water.
Intestinal parasites were prevalent despite the use of pit privies,
possibly related to diaper—washing hygiene or other factors.

Richardson, N. J. et al (1968) “Saltnonellae and Shigellae in Bantu Children
Consuming Drinking Water of Inproved Quality” South African Medical
Journal 42, pp. 46—49.

The study concluded that no significant difference existed with re-
gards to intestinal infection in South Africa between urban areas with
high quality chlorinated water and the rural areas with poor quality
water.
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Rowland, Francisco and Leon dela Barra (1978) “Analysis Experience of
Self—Help and Public Participation In Rural Water Supplies: The
Case of Mexico” OECDDevelopment Center, Paris.

This is a report of a research project based on case studies of 137
Mexican villages. The study investigated the demographic charac-
teristics of those who participated in self—help projects. Also
the study looks at some of the community structural parameters that
effect the level of participation. Finally the study focuses nn some
of the latent benefits from a participation, both individual and the
village. He found level of participation a very positive significant
indicator to future village maintenance of the system.

Saunders, Robert and :cremy Warford (1976) Village Water Supply: Econo-
mics and Policy in the Developing_ World John Hopkins University Press,
Baltimore (available from the World Bank).

The authors examine a wide range of factors—physical, social and
economic——that are involved in improving the adequacy of water supply
and sanitation in the coning years.

Among the principal topics covered in detail are:

the character and extent of the problems connected with water
supply and sanitation
the goal of improved health, with specific reference to the

V relation between water supply and water—bone disease, on the

other hand, and social and economic activity, on the other
the effects of improved water ~upply and sanitation on produc-
tivity, incomes, rural—to—urban migration, and overall develop—
men t
problems of, and strategies for, program planning and adninis—
stratiori
the special problems of operation and maintenance
the importance of recovering program costs from beneficiaries

The final chapter contains a summary of the findhgs of the study and
lists a number of recommendations for improving rural water supply
and sanitation.

The book also contains an excellent bibliography of water and health
related issues.
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Scrimshaw, N. 5. (1966) “Ecological Factors in Nutritional Disease”
American Journal of Clinical Nutrition, vol. 14, pp. 112—122.

Review article notes L~at INCAP study Santa Maria Cauque, Guatemala
- - - providing safe drinking water, privy for each house, fulitime semi—

r’.y in~ector, clL ~ with MD and nurse after three years produced
-. - - — recognizable decrease in diarrheal disease in children under

:ive” when no associated nutritional measures were taken or changes
in food preparation and handling within the home were made. Spread
of the diarrheal disease was shown to be by contact within the family

group, not by water or flies. A similar village with dietary supple-
ment alone without medical or sanitary help had decreased diarrheal
disease.

Wall, I. W. arid J. P. Keeve Water Supply, Diarrheal DiseasQ, and Nutri-ET
1 w
229 576 m
459 576 l
S
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1 A 8urve~pf the
Titerature and Recommendationsfor Research

Y:~.ad ;• -- -.D, Latin American Division and ISPC, Bureau of
• .

investments for improving the water supplies in less developed coun-

tries have long been made on the assumption that they provide public
- health benefits, but this assumption has not been evaluated by well—

designed research. This literature survey was conducted to assess
what evidence past research offers concerning the association between
improved water quality and a reduced incidence of enteric disease.
The literature does not offer much evidence. More in ormation is
needed concerning health benefits that can be expectcd from water
supply investments, what conditions beyond health berefits, and how
diseases affected by water interact with other diseases. Findings
from the literature on the epidemiology of diarrheal disease reveal
that its peak incidence and fatal effects occur among preschool
children, p°rticularly those in the process of being weaned. In

-: th- ,r~rbup, fatal diarrheal disease is closely associated with
nuLnffw,~ai deficiences. This suggests that diarrhea and malnutrition
interact synergistically. Some researchers argue that water quality
is not an important factor in controlling diseases of weaning children,
because infectious agents causing diarrhea do not come from a single
contaminated source and the most important factor is the nutritional
state of the child.

White, Anne and Chris Seviour “Rural Water Supply and Sanitation in Less—
Developed Countries-: A selected annotated bibliography”. The biblio-
graphy was initiated by OECDand performed through the International

Dev-~op&cc~t Research Center.

- - - -- - - - Yh~ i ~~~y~-±s arran;ed under three general headings; technology,
- - - hr’Th~ -~:~ ~ There are 242 articles referenced.
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White, Gilbert F., David J. Bradley and Anne U. White (1972) Drawers of
Water: Domestic Water Use in East Africa Chicago, University of
Chicago Press.

Based on detailed field investigations in 34 rural and urban sites

in East Africa, this study examines the amount of wat2r used in each
househoid and the factors affecting use: the social cost, including
monetary and energy, of obtaining It; the relationship between the
quantity and quality of water and the health of the user; and the way
users choo&e among alternative water sources, including why they
reject some sources. It gives classifications of types of water
improvements, habitas, and health improvements as related to water
improvements. Health benefits are not found to increase significantly
as additional quanrities cf water of good quality are provided. The
study suggests that changes in standards and in public policy will be
required to assure that improvements in water supply keep ahead of
population growth. The need to examine the full range of alternative
policies for meeting health needs is emphasized.

~‘Jorld Health Organiza±on (1971) International Standards for Drinking Water
Expert Committee on International Standards for Drinking Weter, Geneva
WHO

This is a third revised edition of standards for domestic water supplies.
It contains proposed bacteriologic4, chemical, physical and biological
requirements and a maximum permissible radioactive content.

w-~r-- t—~--
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Ian Overview of Recent AID Experiences
in

Low Concentrated Water Supply Programs

Recent AID experience in rural water supply programs has been identi-

fied by means of search of AID projects active as of 1974 and later, and

documented in the Development Information System (DIS). Th1rty—or~e projects

were located. In most cases, the project goals were to improve primary

he~ilth services to the rural poor, and to reduce disease transmission. All

projects contained a sanitation training or education component. In many,

the provision of potable water was one of several related activities, in-

cluding immunization; basic medical services; health education focusing on

basic hygiene, water use and food preparation/consumption; child care; and

tuberculosis control. Host projects contained a component for the construc-

tion of sanitation facilities.

The following discussion of specific projects focuses on thbse for which

evaluative material ~ available during the preparation of this summary.

Projects will be discussed as illustrating various technical, financial and

institutional problems that may arise in the design and implementation of

rural water supply programs. Of the thirty—one projects, seven had substan-

tive evaluative information touching on these problem areas. The discussion

also draws on the experience of the World Bank, as described in its Paper,

Village Water Supply (March 1976)

.

Institutional Aspects

The World Bank’s Paper states that “Institutional weakness is probably

the most important single problem in rural water supply”.

* This report was prepared by AID/DS/DIV
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The problem is most apparent when there is a lack of central policy

governing rural water systems and when a multiplicity of ineffective and

understaffed ministries and agencies share responsibility for a water

supply program.

The Thailand Rural Health project (4930179) encompasses a broad

range of basic rural health services. Upon project completion, a

well—established system of rural health centers will be adequately

staffed, supervised, and adirainistered in forty-three ‘politically

sensitive’ provinces. One of many health provisions will be the

construction of village—level water supply systems.

Administrative and management issues pose a special challenge

because of the complex, multi-faceted nature of the project. This

project calls for the departmer~t of public health to be responsible

for the administration of project activities, thereby making a

single agency wholly responsible for rural health developnent and

hopefully avoiding the problems that occur when numerous agencies are

involved in one program. Such problems would include uncoordinated or

inefficient planning and execution of project activities, anc unnecessary

duplication of demands on the limited group of available trained manpower.

A progress report suggests that the single-agency approach at the

national level may generate other problems. A wide communication

gap was observed between public health department personnel and the

local clients, which seriously hampered village—level health programs

requiring family or community decision and action. After five years

of project implementation there remained a need for a well-planned
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and managed organization capable of providing comprehensive health

services, even though substartial progress had been nade in developing

the trained manpower and physical facilities called for.

In this regard, the World Bank’s paper suggests that the

administrative framework for a village water program should have adequate

vertical links. “Planning, and to some extent construction, can be

administered from the top, but to ensure continuing operation, support

for village systems must be readily available, and this implies decentral-

ization. This local support must cover such items as technical advice,

operative training, water quality supervision, and keeping a stock of

spare parts. . .The cost of establishing and maintaining this local

support structure will be substantial, and is frequently overlooked

at the planning stage.” The World Bank notes that a related defect -—

the neglect of operation and proper maintenance after a system has been

constructed —— is a frequent caus~ of failure.

The progress report for this project also noted that integrating

health education into all health programs could assist in closing the

“communication gap.” A PAR (Project Appraisal Report) indicates

that health personnel at higher levels, especially doctors, have been

reluctant to live in rural areas because of poor facilities and

coimnunications, professional isolation, low salaries, and lack of

realistic incentive pay. The civil service status of host country

technicians was not high enough to attract or retain many technicians.

The World Bank paper suggests that the most effective step to attract

better staff may be for the government to declare it a key development

--V — ~ -~-~c’c ~
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sector and to pay greater attention to the requirements for personal

motivation.

The Norid Bank paper suggests that a sector assessmentcan be

‘~eful for determining the context within which a potable water

supply program will be established. Problems, resources, and target

populations unique to the project area can be identified. In the

Nicaragua Health Sector Assessment project (5240102), the assessment

was limited to certain key areas, because of a shortage of quali~ied

analysts. The project purpose was to improve the government’s capacity

to plan and implement coordinated health sector programs. The

assessment discusses personal services in rural areas, maternal/child

health and population. cci-nunicable disease control, rural water

supply and excreta disposal, and nutrition.

The PAR states that the assessment report was the most comprehensive

and analytical study ever presented by a GONhealth group or agency.

The PAR notes that the personnel involved in the assessment were

professionals, but “without sufficient experience to execute complexities

involved. . .“ Although dedicated, they needed greater exposure to

planning methodologies and project design before being assigned to a

national-level health sector planning team. The PAR emphasized

administrative problems related to health manpower training, and the

subseqi.ient difficulty in executing complex administrative procedures.

There was no “political or administrative process to bring new personnel

into the sector, resulting in a small turnover of higher level- personnel

in the past decade.”

-ir





The sector assessment itself provides information concerning the

areas mentioned and recormnendations for improvement. The following

discussion pertains only to the rural water supply sub-sector.

Three separate institutions had overlapping responsibility for

rural water supply: 1) the environmental sanitation division of

the Health Ministry; 2) the National Department of Water Supply and

Sewers (DENACAL); and 3) the Waterworks of r~anagua (EN4), responsible

only for the capital city water supply.

The Health Ministry’s environmental sanitation division was

responsible for preparing environmental sanitation control guidelines

and for inspecting such facilities. A review of inspector reports by

a Pan American Health Organization team found “the lack of supervision

in public health matters pertaining to sanitation reflects the almost

complete lack of interest of the sanitary inspector in doing a more

or less acceptable job.” Because of a lack of transportation facilities,

inspectors were unable to cover all towns and villages.

DENACALhad attempted to overcome its administrative problems by:

a continuous review of its procedures; assistance in organization and

methods; and more effective planning to improve operation and maintenance

procedures.

A large number of rural inhabitants have no sanitary means of

excreta disposal, and carry water from easily contaminated rivers,

lakes, and unprotected wells. The sector report recormnends that a

massive program be established to provide adequatelocal water

supplies and sanitary excreta disposal in rural ar.eas, accompanied
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by continuing health education programs regarding the use and main-

tenance of these services. The secto-: report also points out that the

succes~ of a rural water supply program depends on an efficient

organization motivated to carry the program to rural clients and provide

them the means necessaryto ensure the program’s continued success.

TILiS requires close lidison between the national office and regional

offices’which in turn can maintain continuing communications with

surrounding localities. Intermediate—level technicians are need.~d

to implement programs designed at the national or regional levels.

With proper incentives it should be possible to attract find motivate

the personnel necessary to carry out the program. The study suggested,

as an example, cash rewards for the achievement of projected goals.

In summary, the institutional issues noted by the health sector

assessment are: lack of trained manpower; overlapping areas of

responsibility between agencies involved; poor planning capability;

and the need for an efficient, well-motivated organization at the

local level to implement rural water supply and excreta disposal

programs.

The Kenya CARE—assisted Village water Development Activities

(6150166) is a water development project with the purpose of

providing potable water sources to rural areas. Systems are to be

construc~tedthrough local community action programswith technical

a5sistance and under the supervision of governmentagencies.

Government support for the project includes payment for CARE personnel

1’
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and operational expenses, ulid provision of ti~ti:,ed IfluIIj~OWt2V.

Personnel assigned to the rilnistry of tater Development are responsible

for the technical design of projects, supervision of well construction,

and follow-up inspection upon completion. Personnel assignedto the

MinLstry of Housing and Social Services will assist the local

community in handling such matters as functional contributions, and

the legal status and organization of the local cortlmittee. The

local community is expected to provide partial financing and labor

for the construction of the water systems; the village is largely responsible

for operation and maintenance of the system.

The project envisions completion of thirty water projects a year,

seiving approximately 300,000 persons. The project proposal suggests

that the conveyance of water to rural communities will greatly benefit

women who currently spend an average of 3 to 6 hours daily fetching

water. It is assumed that by devoting less tine to hauling water, women

will spend more tine at activ~ties wuch as child care, agricultural

production, and education, thereby enhancing their status. Other

anticipated benefits include improved health and sanitation.

At the time of the evaluation report, b~~enty-five individual

water projects had bern identified ~or assistance. For ten of these, CARE

materials had been installed. However, “it is not clear whether all

the systems to which CARE has contributed are as yet delivering secure water

(irrespective of quality), nor whether the portion of the system which

CARE has installed is as yet operational.” One of the major difficulties

cited in performing the evaluation was in determining the stage at which
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a CAPS—supported project is considered completed. Since CARE supports only

a portion of each project, its effort could be conpleted before installation

of the entire system and hence not yet operable.

Ustng costs experienced to the time of the evaluation, planned expert-

ditures would support only sixteen to seventeen projects per year, serving

a population of 92,000, compared with the planned thirty projects serving

300,000 beneficiaries. The evaluators conclude that planning estimates

of the number of projects and beneficiaries were unrealistic. Experienced

costs were determined to be closer to World Bank figures. The evaluators

recommend either additional funding or concentration of projects in densely

populated areas. This latter approach is also discussed in the World

Bank paper, which finds significant economies of scale available for village

water schemes. Another implementation problem identified by the eval-

uators arose from the absence of clear criteria for project selection,

taking into account technical requirements and institutional impediments.

The evaluators suggest that a major consideration in selecting projects

I should be the degree of village need, indicated by the interest and

invol”cment of the village, the adequacyand proximity of existing

supplies, and the expressed willingness of individual users to pay for

water. The cost-effectiveness of the system should be explored before

funds are committed, and the capability of local self-governing institutions

to ensure long-term management should be assessed. Assumptions made

regarding the expected benefits to women could not be proven.

Other deficiencies identified by the evaluators are the result of

administrative and managerial problems. For example, a new Ministry of

.d±~.
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Water Development (M0~) was created from a derartnent of the Ministry

of Agriculture and given primary responsibility for rural w~ter supply

projects. The new ministry experienced lack of trained personne), insuf-

ficient hu3getary support, bureaucratic disputes at various levels

with MOH personnel, and inadequate coordination of activities with

other ninistries. The new Ministry was unable to provide CARE with

the promised technical personnel. Similarly, the Community Developnent

Departnent of the Ministry of Housing and Social Sen-ices had insufficient

personnel to encourace and monitor local—level, self—help efforts. Although

Community DevelopmentOfficers appearedto be knowledgeableand well—

trained, they and their assistants were responsible for too many

projects spread over too large a territory to provide the oversLght

required to ensure the long-term viability of the projects. To improve

this situation, CARE intends to provide assistance to Community

Development Off icers in the initiation, supervision and follow—up

inspection of the projects.

At the tine of the evaluation, neither CARE nor MWD had given

attention to the quality of water being made more accessible to

rural villages. The evaluators suggest that this deficiency was

in part attributable to competition and lack of cooperation between

MW1) and MOHpersonnel. CARE, working through provincial officers

and the Department of Community Development, is naking an effort to

bring together relevant district and provincial ministerial representatives

with responsibilities affecting the water projects.
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Technical ~pects -

Various factors ~re identified in the World Bank paper as affecting

the type of village w~’ter system to be constructed~ the level of

rvic-e; -~ter cualit--.- ~ quantity; and the nature and location

ot sources. The level of service may range from a simple p:~tected

sprino or ‘dell with a handpump to an elaborate distribution system

serving consumers through hause connections. Both capital and

operating costs increase with the level of service. Increased complexity

tends to increase the likelihood of mechanical failure. Standards

-~ - ‘.‘ to assure that no chemical or biological

~ arfect water safety or acceptability. The quantity of water

~equired depends largely on the level of service to be provided, and

varies widely from country to country. Because of these wide variations,

sampling and denonctration projects are recommendedto determine

likely demandson the new system.

The water source has a major effect on system design and costs.

Groumdwater systems will, in most cases, yield safe drinking water

~m at cc2atment. Surface water sources will normally

require di.su-ifection (usually chlorination and storage) and may also

require filtration. Where groundwater is a~’ailable, s~iallow wells with

handpumps are the cheapest r~cans of providing a safe water suoply. The

use of ~ut~iicc water requirng treatment is several times more

•‘Xj)t2~ lye thin ~ ~ng qroundwater. Providing hotise connections

may mc~r’~than doubie the per capita cost because of the additional

-~ : ed. Distribution costs are a high proportion
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of total system costs; providrnq only a few central ~ater points can

reduce costs.

The t’orld Bank recommends four general principles which can be

applied to most village water programs.

o Grow—sdwater is preferable to surface water; in LDC’s
shallow walls with handpumps should be used whenever
possible.

• Systems should he rugged, designed for sinple, trouble—
free operation and maintenanceby local technicians.

• Replacement parts should be readily available.

• Standard designs, which can be slightly modified to neet
local conditions, should be used; designs should employ,
as far as pcssible, local materials and technology.

The Yem’an Rural Nater Supply project (2790022) initiates a

self—help effort at the local level, using local manpower and material

to construct wells and delivery systems. The major concept of the

program is to create a personal investment in the water supply system,

which will support both the construction and the maintenance of the

system. Fifteen villages a year will be provided with water supply

systemsbased on drilled wells. Storage and delivery facilities

will also be installed. The project calls for training fifteen

Yemanis annually at a technical institute in Beirut in the operation and

maintenance of small water systems. Participants will be drawn, to

the extent possible, from villages with new water supply facilities.

According to a 1976 PAR, procurement of commodities presented

problems which resulted in project delays. Some drilling equipment

and supplies took over eighteen months to receive, and some were damaged

upon receipt. Delivery of someof the pwnps was also delayed, and

most of those received did not meet specifications. As a consequence
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of these and other problems, the P7~.R suggests that the project agree-

ment be revised. Tne major revision would be a decrease in the

number of drilled wet boreholes, for the reason that “USAID has

found itself unable to function as the contractor for total

system implacement.” In order to simplify water system implacement,

the project is being redesigned to focus increasingly on small self—

help projects.

At the tine of the apprcisal, only one system was operational and

the water had not been tested. Becaust so few systems were fully

operational in 1975, the training of Yemeni villagers to operate

and maintain well—based systems had been postponed. In 1976, however,

eight villagers attended a two—week pump operator course. Another g

training course was to be offered as additional systems are completed. r
In summary, implementation problems arosewhen the project

relied on the inportation of parts for well construction. It was

recognized by the project staff that fewer problems occurred in the

course of establishing small self-help water efforts. Self-help

water systems targets were on schedule because most of the material

needed was bought locally. The project was revised to reflect the

lessons learned during the first years of .project inp’ementation.

As part of the Philippines Bicol River Basin Development

Program (BRBDP) , a monitoring program was organized to evaluate the

effectiveness of a rural water supply project using a coconut fiber!

burnt rice husk filter. The filter was developed after two years

of research undertaken at the Asian Institute of Technology,

- S - -
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Bangkok, to find a simple, inexpensive, and efficient method of

water treatment for rural communities in Southeast Asia. The research

emphasized the use of local materials as filter media, in a gravity—

fed system without the need for backwashing, and the eliminatioji where

possible of the use of chemicals. The primary objective of the

prcnect was to test its applicability to the Philippines in three --
a

pilot areas in the Bicol region..

The study indicates that in those local communities (barangays) T

where clean water is in short supply or is expensive, there is a

genuine demand for improved water, at least for drinking and cooking. -

Experience in two project areas showed that the filter system can be

maintained and operatedefficiently and inexpensively by local residents.

Water quality was greatly inproved by use of filters in all three

areas. In one pilot area, system operation was turned over to the

barangay. Monthly payments of one peso per family were sufficient -

to pay for gasoline costs to run the pump and for pump repairs.

In the second pilot area several technical problems arose, but the

project is expected to continue smoothly,once the necessary adjustments
‘I

had been made and the project turned over to local leaders. Imple-

mentation of the project in the third area awaited connection with

municipal offices and the market place.

Local acceptance and interest were found to be functions of 2

providing a truuble-free system. When there were few operational

problems, shutdowns, or water stoppages, villager participation -

increasec. Since the gas-operated pump is the sole malfunctioning
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component in the system, the key to minimizing problems of acceptance

appears to be in using a hand—operated pump at project start. As

residents come to depend on the system for their water supply, increased

demand for water will foster greater participation, improvec financial

support, and awarenessof water quality needs. At this point,

expansion of the distribution system and the addition of a gas or

electrically—operated pump would be feasible.

The evaluators emphasized the importance of a long-term maintenance

and training program as part of the commitment to the development of

rural water supply and sanitation. They state that the failure of

planning agencies in other countries to provide for such assistance

after completion of the construction phase has been the chief reason

~or the inability of rural corrumiriities to sustain their own projects.

One of two technical assistanceprojects (9310454) involved field

research and testing of a hand pump for use in developing countries.

Basic specifications for the pump were established and were still

valid at the conclusion of the program. These specifications

included:

.~) Low production costs;

2) Ease of maintenance using simple tools and unskilled labor;

3) Suitability for sh~1l~wor deep well installations with only

minor alterations;

4) Capability of being manufactured locally by established firms

with a minimum of capital investment; and

5) Ease of operation by small people, thcluding women and children.
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The final report for the project also stressed the need for coordination

with the local pec.ple in regard to operational requirements and

pump configuration. The project identified in various developing

countries a shortage of pumps and facilities to manufacture them;

little or no maintenance in caseswhere pumps were available; and

inadequate storage facilities for spare parts.

During the program, a simple piston pump design was identified as

being suitable for LDC needs. After tests were conducted in three

countries, it was determined that the basic pump design was satisfactory.

Several technical conclusions concerning the design of the pump

are described in the final report. The report also describes the

research activities conducted in the three test areas —— Thailand,

Nigeria, and Bangladesh.

The second technical assistance project (9310563) , entitled

“Lower Cost Methods of Water ard Waste Treatment in Less Developed

Countries,” was based on a recognition of the need for structural

and nonstructural solutions to technological transfer problems in-

volving water for underdevelopedcountries. The project notes that

developing countries too frequently attempt to use a technology

incompatible with ~.n—country manpower and/or natural resources.

The project seeks to address this problem by devising a system or

schemethat would identify appropriate technologies for water and

wastEwater treatment, as well as produce and disseminate usable

information on in—country compatible technology.
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Toward this goal the project develops:

1) a technology study r~etwork;

2) a predictive irtodel; -

3) validation and d~sseminatjonof results through a
global workship, publications, and visitation.

The results of the project were:

• A tested model predicting compatible treatment processes;

• State-of-the-art documents;

• An in—country field kit for analysis of treatment process
performance; and

• LDC contractor reports on process technology.

In addition, becausethe project stimulated considerable interest

among individuals and organizations, an inventory of unpublished

research on the subject is to be continued.

Financtal Aspects

According to the World Bank, it is unusual for the full costs of

village water systems to be recovered from the villages served,

although villages should be required to pay as much as they can of

the costs of constructing and operating their systems. Five potential

sources of funds for village water systems are cited: central or

local government budgets; foreign assistance; institutional lenders =

within the country; cross—subsidies from urban systems; and the

villages themselves. The last source probably will have the strongest

effect upon the size of the program to be undertaken, since the other

sources are usually inadequate. The main problem areas encountered

are determining the ability and willingness of villages to pay;
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a~ddevising the system for collecting water charges. The Thailand

community potable water project seeks to provide potable water

facilities to a linitc-cI number of rural communities in security

sensitive ~ccelcrated Rural Development (1~RD) areas during a Live—

year period (1966-1971)) and is a pilot project for a comprehensive

National Potable water program. Documentation available for this

project describes several financial issues.

Starting with a small nucleus of experienced engineers in the

SED (Sanitary Engineering Division) in 1966, the project has growr~

to over 300 people, including 40 engineers. The SED experienced a

low rate of personnel turnover, and Lost none of its overseas—

trained and very few in-country trained personnel. The reasons

citcd were the incentive in the training program, designed to build

up the professional capability of the SED, and secondarily, a

higher-than—governrnent-standardper diem rate for in-country based

personnel. Without the incentive of advancedtraining, the SED would

not have been able to recruit the engineers necessaryfor the success

of the project. Following training and promotion, the standing and

salary for young engineer recruits became attractive enough to

encourage them to stay with the SED.

The project is to cover a large area of twenty—one provinces ——

including some areas designated as security sensitive —— within

which 600 communities are to be provided potable water systems. The

degree to which a village can contribute toward construction costs

is taken into account as one of the criteria for selection.

~ ~
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Other factors considered in selecting vil1ages for a potable water

system include the foLowing conditions:

1) they have an existing but not potable water source;

2) they are readily accessible by road;

3) they ~enonstrate interest in the project; and

~) they are villing to develop a rate structure that will pay
for operation and maintneance costs as well as provide for
future expansion.

The third conditirn was emphasized. Where it was net, a well—

operated system usually resulted. Conversely, in those cases in which

a potable water system was installed more in response to security

requirements than a d~onstratedvillage interest, the system operated

less effectively, primarily becauseof a lack of financial support.

The fourth condition has generated the greatest probler’s. Many

villagers who verbally indicated their willingness to develop a rate

structure and pay water charges following construction, have not “delivered”

once the system was installed. It was most difficult to callect

water charges from those villagers who were required to haul water from

a newly installed public tap. They probably felt that the water from

the public tap was free for the taking, not recognizing the fact tbat

the tap water had been treated or that most of the hauling had been

done for them via a pipeline. In the case of villagers who could

afford a house connection, collection charges were not a problem.

Belated problems were the inability of villagers to pay initial

pledged contributions, and the refusal of local authorities to permit

collected funds to be used for operational expenses until the village
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contribution had been paid in full. In some iistances, this resulted

in a completed system not operating.

Several additional problems were encountered:

• Villagers would pay for water during the dry season, but
saw no reason to support the system during the rainy season
when they can collect rainwater.

• The water system was seen as a status symbol, and never seen
to operate.

• Political differences betweenvillages served by a single
system created some difficulties.

• Villagers had been poorly informed, and were under the
impression that their original contribution towards
construction included house connections.

The problems associated with user charges were minimal or nonexistent

in larger villages, where a stronger a&.inistrative structure existed

and where funds had been made available from otber sources of revenue

to finance operational costs for the first few months. One possible

approach to overcoming some of these financial problems is being tested.

The SED is setting aside money from the village contribution to be

used to cover operational expenses for the first six months. This

step was expected to assure the villagers that water would be available,

and give the village administration time to establish a system for the

collection of water charges. Evidence that this solution may work was found

in a successful installation in one village, where enthusiasm was not

generateduntil after the system was in place and operating for the

benefit of the villagers. Despite the problems described, approximately

70% of plants constructed were operating without problems or operational

difficulties.
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The evaluators stress the importance of villager acceptance.

More important than technical training of maintenance crews, and

probably more difficult to develop, will be the development of a sense

of responsibility among the village operators so that the system

and water potability will be maintained. The new generation would

not have the built—in resistance to water—bornediseases their elders

have acquired, and will be more susceptible to water—borne diseases

should an operator allow a once potable supply to become contaminated.

Villager acceptancecan be promoted through education in public health

and personal and family hygiene in cooperation with other public health

programs~ The evaluators note several reports of villagers disliking

the taste of the water supplied by the new systems.
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THE WORLDBANK ChECKLIST FOR SECTORINFO1~NATION

General I~.formation on the Sector

1 • Lawe, codes and decrees relating water sources,
allocation, pollution and the organization of
water supply and sewerage.
Responsible authority at national, regiona]. and
local le~els.

Distribution of responsibilities betweennational
and regional authorities, nn~.nicitalities and
manageir~ntof water supply/seweragesystems.
Legal s tatus o~the syste~s (goverrnient depart—
~nt, nattonal authority, local authorities,
coaz~rcialcorporations, concesziona.ires, etc.,).

2. Situation in rural areas~the agencyor agencies
responsible for rural water supplies and
sanitation.

3. Generalhealth conditions in the country. Pre—
valance of diseasesattribut.a~leto inadequate
and uris afe water supplies and bad sanitation.
Data by region and urban centers on wate*.:rne
and water—related diseases. Population trer~ds,
housing status and programs.

Ii. Priority and magnitude of ii es~entfor water
supply and seweragesystemswithin the national
plan.
Corparisonwith to t.al investmentsin the public
sector, past and ftture.
}bw are urban water/seweragecapital expenditure
financed?

Basic Tnfors~ation on ~ter_~pp~y and SewerageSystems

1. Classification of urban centers by size and
geographicsub—di’rision.
M~nberof cities and tow~ having both iiaznicipal
water supply and sewerage systems.
N~nber of cities hav-irig one but not the other.
~1nnba~o~cities and ~ without any system.
Percentage of urban zones covered by the sySt~!1s.
Number of centers with overall urban plans and
status of such plans.
Electricity and other types of infrastructure.
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2. Broad statistics ~ water/se~rage~perations by
Size of urban centers and geographic sub—division,
~.ving gcneral inIoreaticn on porcentage of

Pri’7ate, industrial an~co~ra~ercialCustomers 5ervc~d
from public syst~’is, munbers of pub2i c tapo, income
levels.
Water consur~tion data on private, industrial a.nd
goverr~nentcuit.cnei~.
Broad asses~mient of the ratio of water consumption
to water production, and analysis of difference.
Past growth of the urban population and of the
nneiber of connectionsand water const~ptionby
each category of cuztov~ers.
Per capita consumption of water in various areas
and cities.

3. Thves~entsin the past five years for new sy3tem2
and expansionsof e~.stingsystems.
N~tw~berof systemsnewly constructed or expandedin
water supply and sewerage. Their classification by
size of the urban centers and geographicsub-division.
Status and problems of implenentation of .past and
on-going projects.

1~. Analysis of past investnents.
Classification of financing sources(forei~ loans,
national dspar~entaJ. or municipal funds, internally
generated resources).
Shareof each source.
Changesin Ztr~.nc~tngsources in the past five years.

5. Mechanism for deterTr~nationand application of water
and seweragecharges, and authority dster~ining
tariffs.
National or depar-thenta].coordination.
Tariff schedulesfor water and sewerage in several
urbancenters. --
Policy and criteria for deter~i4n1r2gthe rates (e.g.,,
consin~pticn,categoryof customers, obligation for
the syst~ to ~ver costs or yeild a certain return).

6 • Financial situation and organization of the water
and sewerage -Vstems. Their profitability.
In caseof ~ieficit, who subsidizes the systems?
Changesin amountsof subsidies in the past five years.
Accounting methodsused in the sy~~s.

— —-
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Profit—and-loss s tatements,balance sheets of
most important systems or relevant chapters of
the national budget.
Auditing policy.
Effectiveness of billing and collecting.

7~ Value of water supply and sewerage assets.
Row detarminc d?

8, Invez~aeritprogram for water supply and sewerage
for the ~xt five years or any other period

coveredby the national plan.
Classification of thves~tient.sby size of urban
centers.
List of priority centers. CrIteria for assi~ing
priorities.
Financing planned for new investments.

9. Method used in the developrent of new projects or
expansion of e~.stingsystems,
~sign criteria for water supply systems; for sewer-
age Systems.
Procu~~ntprocedures• Equip~ntmanufactured
locally. Preferencegiven to local manufacturers
az~ contractors.
Customs policy. Magnitude of import duties.
Responsibility for construction of clvi]. works.
Technical support available for the national
authority, rnrnber and competenceof local con-

su.lt.ant.s.
Availability and capability of local contractors.

10. Man—power resources in toe sector. Problems of
recruitment.
Use of orei~ personnelin consu.ltatlve or
operational exocutive roles.
Training facilities and policy.
Is information being collected on hydrolc~and
hydrologic and groundwaterresources?
Responsibleagency and status of the data.

11. SecondDevelope~nt~cade (1970-1980) target
establIshedby the UN for water and se\.~eragefor
urban pomilatlons have been establishedat LLO% to
be scrved by water in houses and &)~ from public
standnipes, with 27~to be connected to sewer
systemsin the next tori years.
After ten years, on the basis of present investment
program?

—-----~ -‘---—‘~~~‘--~-•
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12. For n~~j opu3~ati 3, the Second Development

Decade target is 20% to be served by safe water.
~fliat is the present situation :n the cou.ntry?
After ten yta~ on the basis of vrop~sedprograms?

13. Per capita capita cost estimates (ed.ztjng and
future facilities ).

113. }i~u~j~ condjtjor~ in major centers.

15. City p1a~fr~and master plans for development.

16. ?Zatjonaj daveloptient plan and it~ priorities.

r’~’ ~ ~ - ~ —T,-_ ~
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I. United Nations Organizations

UNICEF — 866 Unitcd Nation Plaza, N.Y., N.Y. 10017
Martin C. Beyer

Advinor, Drinking Water Programmes C
PL (212) 754—7940

Henk Daveloar
Sanitation Engineer, Drinking Water Programmes
(212) 759—7995

UNDP — 866 United Nation Plaza, N.Y., N.Y. 10017
James Berna

Office of Programs
(212) 754—4810

PAHO — Washington, D.C. -:
David Donaldson

Regional Advisor for Rural Water
Division of Environmental Health
(202) 223—4700

Frank Butrico
Division of Environmental Health
(202) 223—4700 L

World Bank — Washington, D.C.

John Kolbermatten, Engineer
Water & Sanitation Advisor
Energy & Water Telecommunication Dept.

Richard Middleton, Sanitation Engineer
Energy & Water Telecommunication Dept.

Jerry Kozol
East Africa Division
(202) 477—2721

Michael Cernia, Amthopologist

II. P.V.O.

C.A.R.E. —6601 1st Avenue, N.Y., N.Y.

Ralph DeVone
Director of Programs
(212) 686—3110

George Kraus
Africa Regional Program Officer - -

(212) 686—3110 ‘

Attached is a list of other P.V.O. representatives who particf—
pated in a seminar on rural water.

- — -~ -~ — ~~~h-1~ tk~_L. Ss~
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III Domeetic Agencies

USDA — Farmers Hone (only involved in grant & loan)
Glen Bennett

Department of Water and Waste
(202) 447—5717

Army Corp. of Engineers
Edward Cohen, Economist

Office of Planning & Analysis
(202) 693—7320

Kyle Shilling

Institute for Water Resources

Kingman Building
Fort Belvoir, Virginia
(703) 325—0370

Jerry Delli Priscoli, Social Scientist
Institute for Water Resources
(703) 325—0370

Phillip Tate

Office of Water Supply
Rural Potable Water
(202) 426—8290

-- ~ --- - __2~_- -
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Jose Papa Barron, Executive Director
El Congress Nacional de A~untoa Colegiales
1 Dupont Circle N. W. Suite 400
Washington, D. C. 20036 (202) 223—1174

Turra Bethune
Health Planning Analyst
ACTION
Office of Policy and Planning
806 Connecticut Avenue, N. W. Room 604
Washington, D. C. 20008 (202) 254—8420

Richard Brush (Author)
Wells Construction (Peace Corps)
115 Frost Avenue
Froatburg, Mary’and 21532 (301) 689—1191

Philip C. Costas, Assistant Administrator
Economic Analysis and Administration
1800 Massachusetts Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D.C. 20036 (202) 857—9693

David Doughlin
Coinnunity Development Research Assistant
World Relief
Development Assistance Services
1800 K Street, N. W.
Washington, D.C. 20006 (202) 785—2441

John C. Eason, Jr. — Executive Manager
Internaticual Health
American Publich Health Association

1015 £8th Street, N. W.
Washington, D.C. (202) 467—5073

Roger Flather, Director
Development Resources
International Human Assistance Programs
345 East 46th Street
New York, New York 10017 (212) 697—1960

Rev. Charles J. Fluegel
Program Director
Ellen Jorgensen
Administrative Assistant
Lutheran World Relief
360 Perk Avenue South
New York, New York 10010

Steve Harmnell
Church World Service
475 Riverside Drive
New York, New York 10027 (212) 870—2061

George Krau~
Africa Regional Program Officer
CARE, Inc.
660 First Avenue
New York, New York 10016 (212) 6863110

Pierre R. Leger, Director
International Division
Medical Care Development, Inc.
3000 Connecticut Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D.C. 20008 (202) 483—5130

Charles Pineo, Consultant
5936 Avon Drive
Bethesda, Maryland 20014 (301) 530—1726

Joyce Rasmussen,Field Director for
Asia/Pacific

Carol Rice, Asia Field Coordinator for
Child Care Project

Overseas Education Fund of the
League of women

2101 L Street, N.
Washington, D.C.

Voters

V.
20037 (202) 466—3430

RURAL WATER/SANITATION
PROJECTS IN TIlE THIRD WORLD

A SEMINAR
LIST OF PVO PARTICIPANTS

(212) 532—6350





Nick Ritchie, ResearchAssistant
Partnership for Productivity
2311 18th Street, N. W. — - -

Washington, D. C. 20009 (202) 234—0340

~ Peter Schweitzer, President - - -

Plenty C~rporatiou
3309 16th Street, N. W.
Washington, D.C. (202) 232—4094

Virginia C. Shea, Program Coordinator
Works of Peace
Naticinal Council of Catholic Women
1312 IlassachusettsAvenue, N. T~.
Washington, D.C. 20005 (202) 638—6050

John Sloan, Director
Latin American Programs
Amigos de las Americas
5618 Star Lane
Houston, Texas 77057 (713) 782—5290

Armando Sonaggere,Director
Region II, Asia and the Pacific

a Catholic Relief Services—USCC
1011 First Avenue

New York, New York 10022 (212) 838—4700

Rut!, Spencer,Project Officer
CaribbeanaCouncil
1625 I Street, N. W.
Wasltington, D.C. 20006 (202) 296—0364

Mark M. Sterner, Director
Technical Assistance
Volunteers in Technical Assistance
3706 Rhode Island Avenue
Mt. Ranier, Maryland 20822 (301) 277—7000

Carol I. Waslien, Executive Director -‘

League for International Food Education ‘ - -~

1126 16th Street, N. W. Room 404
Washington, D.C. 20036 (202) 331—1658

Howard Wetzell
Instttut~ for International Development
360 Maple Avenue - - -

Vienna, Virginia 22180 (703) 281—5040
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Indicators (Variables) Checklist
for

Social Analysis of Potable Water

The last section of this Paper developed two cotuponcuts for project
social analyses. The first section consist of a community or regional
profile including a discussion of the beneficiaries. The second conpo—
nent is a socio—cultural feasibility study. This statement must accom-
pany all socia} analytes which are considered to require an active inter—
vention ro1e.1~ This social analysis guideline is developed with this
dichotomy in mind. The first section will consist of indicators used - -

for baseline data establishing the need for the project and the social -

impact or distribution of benefits and burdens among the different groups - - -‘

in the population. -‘

The second section is a checklist of indicators and social parame— - - -

ters relevant to the assessment of the socio—cultural feasibility of - - - -‘

potable water projects. These indicators are extracted from the evalu— - - -

ation surveys reviewed in the main body of this Paper. It is these -
social parameters that determine the project’s acceptance, utilization
and ultimately its absorbtion and success in terms of community quality - -~ 2 -- -~

of life impacts.

I, Social Profile and Beneficiaries Social Impacts -

A, Demographic Surve~: Present and Forecasted Change

1) Population density
2) Settlement typology and village size -

3) Per capita income
4) Measure of income equality — use of simple % is adequate
5) Mean years of schooling (leve. of education)
6) Schooling distribution — % categories F
7) Employment statistics
8) Family size and average house size by socio—economic status
9) Migration statistics - - -

Active intervention mode relates to those projects which require a
substantial amount of behavioral and attitude changes for the pro— - 2

ject to provide an acceptable level of benefits to the community.
Staff social scientists are the most capable in making this decision.

1:
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• D. Benefits and Beneficiaries

This section establishes the justifications and assures that the
benefits accrue to the poor rural areas and women.

a. Community level benefits:

1) What is the impact on the economic growth potential of the
community?

2) Are village organizations strengthened?
3) Does the project increase equitable distribution of resources?
4) Does the project establish important linkages with the govern-

ment that may be utilized in solving other problems?
5) Number and percent of families in the lower socio—economlc

status served.
6) What changes are to occur in water quality, quantity and

reliability?
7) Changes in farming potential, types of crops, etc.
8) What are other community or regional benefits?

b. Individual level benefits (who is the target population?):

1) Nunber of people and/or households served.
2) Number of households using each faucet.
3) What is the potential for increased income?
4) How much time will be saved from water collection and how can

or will this time be utilized?
5) What is the expected improvement in health?

What diseases are to be controlled and how?
6) Is fire destruction a problem and will the new supply increase

fire protection?
7) Other specific individual benefits.

II. Social Feasibility
I

The first sub—section examines the behavioral characteristics of the
target population. It is important to understand the •changes in behavior
necessary for communities to absorb new infrastructure and maximize benefits.

The last three sub—sections examine the problem of system maintenance
(maintenance is discussed in I.C of the Paper). Maintenance is both a ca-
pacity and motivational problem.

~ ~
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B. Health Statistics

sd—s

This section and section C establishes the need for the project and
the type of benefits that must be addressed in the physical design (i.e.
type of disease control, convenience factor, reliability factor, the quan-
tity of water needed, etc.).

I) Infant mortality
2) Life Expectancy
3) Principle health problems
4) Incidence of water—related diseases

Typhoid
Cholera
Diarrhoeal disease (gastro—intestinal)
Infectious skin diseases -

Infectious eye diseases
Mites and louse
Schistosomiasis
Cuinea worm
Diseases related in insect bites (list types)
Other water—related disease (list types)

5) Civen disease incidences discuss the need of a water system
to supply increased water quality and/or quantity (see Paper,
section I.A).

C. Water: Technical (establish need)

Some of these indicators of need will be addressed by the technician.
The technician will also discuss a multitude of other issues such as po-
tential sources, possibility of treatment and the appropriate delivery
system. These are not included here because they have little social sig-
nificance. Sone of the technical plans will be discussed in the Social
Feasibility Section.

1) How far away is the pre—intervention water source
2) Type of terrain travelled for water collection
3) Average time spent for collection of water
4) What is the seasonal reliability of the traditional sources
5) Discribe the quality of water
6) Present per capita quantity of water used in the household if

possible list by categories, i.e. drinking, bathing, cooking,
etc. (exclude use for animals and gardens).

7) Present ano-unt of water used for animals.
8) Present a..iount of water used for gardens.

If low, is there a demand for more water to increase garden
size or start a new garden?

-4
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A. Cultural Setting — Values, Attitudes and Behavioral Characteristics

I) What do we know about the daily life or routine of the community
and what is the present water usage?

2) What changes will occur after the project and what are the ex—

pected~new water usage patterns?

3) What changes in or new kinds of attitudes and practices will the
project demand? How are these to be accomplished?

4) What values, beliefs, attitudes and folkways (individual or
organized practices of the community) might be utilized for the
intervention and which ones may be constraints to the project?

5) If education programs are a proposed medium for changing behavior
patterns and attitudes. Describe the programs and how will they
accomplish the goals. What experience have agencies had with -

these types of educational programs?

3. Structural Constraints

1) Who are the critical groups of people and organizations to whom
the project will have to he acceptable? Which groups are suppor-
tive? Who are the non—supportive groups and how may they be
co—opted—will these non—supportive groups effect the project?

2) Are there any threats to existing social power? How are they
to be dealth with?

3) Who is responsible for administration of the project (operation
and maintenance)? Are linkages well established between the
community and the administrative body?

4) Are established norms for water quality and quantity accepted
and understood by the beneficiaries? What programs will be
designed to accomplish this task?

5) What local, regional and national administration organizations
need to be strengthened? How is this to be accomplished?

6) Describe the educational component of the program and how it will
accomplish: (a) necessary changes in behavior, (b) understanding
of the expected accrued benefits, and Cc) the maintenance and
system usage skills.

7) What are the individual economic costs of the projects? Are they
disproportionately high and thus will exclude the poor?

- - T
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Feasibility of Participation (See discussion in Paper, Section I.C 1)

1) What. active kinds of participation in dëciaion—n.aking, implamen—
tation or evaluation does the project expect among beneficiaries?
(Will people be participating individually or in groups? What
kinds of groups?)

2) Is there a tradition of such participation or previous experience
which would ensure that it can take place? (Have the partirulér 1..
kinds of people that the project expects to participate, c.~. poor,
women, been able to participate in the past under similar condi—
tions? Will social norms and existing skills allow them to do so -

now?)
—.

3) What are the social arrangements through which participation will
be developed and channelled? (Have these arrangements taken into
account already existing ofl~5~ Have they taken into account dif’—
ferent factions and conflicts among the target population which
might hinder the effectiveness of such arrangements?) .‘.‘.~ ~

4) What steps have been taken to improve participation (see section ~ ~

IC—i)?

A D. Physical Haintenance Component I.

1) How are recurrent expenditures to be met? Will this be adequate?

2) Describe the planning for maintenance manpower and training.

3) Has the proposed maintenance plan been used with success else—
where?

4) If a water—rate structure is planned examine the ability to :;.~

collect the fee. How are pctential problems eliminated and
what is the incidence and effect of a usage fee on the poor’s ~

ability to pay? Also is the rate structure equitable?

— ~ ~
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